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Abstract 

Nature provides fascinating examples of composite materials with exceptional 

mechanical properties such as bone or nacre. Intensive research of last years explored the 

structure–function relationships in those hierarchically structured materials. Bioinspired 

materials represent a new class of materials build according to architecture principles found 

in natural materials. Recently the internal material interfaces in biomaterials have come into 

focus of studies and the control of interface properties seems to be one of the key factors 

towards outstanding mechanical properties. Nature uses proteins as connecting molecules – 

compatibilizers between an inorganic component and organic matrix. These natural 

compatibilizers are able to recognize inorganic surfaces and mediate the internal material 

interface. This thesis aims to evaluate the applicability of principles of interface management 

derived from nature to synthetic system. 

The current concept is based on the sequence specific recognition of the inorganic 

surface by peptides.  Peptide sequences can be biocombinatorially selected from a phage 

display library, allowing to identify sequences able to recognize specific inorganic surfaces. 

Peptide-polyethylene oxide (PEO) conjugates, consisting of a previously identified specifically 

binding peptide sequence and polymer-block, are incorporated in the polymer composite 

material, composed of MgF2 nanoparticles particles and PEO. Peptide-polymer conjugates 

can be considered as the simplified version of natural compatibilizers. 

Incorporation of the conjugates into the composite leads to simultaneous 

improvement of mutually exclusive properties such as stiffness and toughness. Improved 

stiffness expresses in 2-3 times higher elastic modulus values. Structural studies involving 

electron microscopy and spectroscopic techniques revealed suppression of particle 

aggregation and corresponding structural size effect responsible for improvement in the 

mechanical performance. Elastic modulus is sensitive to aggregate’s size changes and their 

distribution especially in the nanometer range.  

Concept of bioinspired compatibilizer was expanded to the implementation of 

different peptide sequences out of set of peptides identified as selective binders to the 

surface. Evaluation of secondary interactions, including solubility and self-aggregation 

tendency, revealed that the smaller the affinity for peptide-peptide interaction, the higher 

the availability of peptide sequences for an inorganic surface. Sequences with low solubility 

due to aggregation are less efficient in surface recognition.  Peptide-polymer conjugates 

containing well soluble peptides allowed to achieve better stabilization and further 

improvement of mechanical properties. Employing advanced NMR techniques, binding motif 

was identified in the most efficient peptide sequence, revealing role of particular amino 

acids in the interaction and recognition of inorganic surface. 

 This bioinspired concept of interface modification via peptide-polymer conjugates 

represents a versatile tool for new material development.  
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Zusammenfassung 

Die Natur bietet faszinierende Beispiele von Materialien mit besonderen 

mechanischen Eigenschaften wie Knochen oder Perlmutt. Durch intensive Forschung in den 

letzten Jahren konnten die Zusammenhänge zwischen der Struktur und Funktion in diesen 

hierarchisch strukturierten Materialien identifiziert werden. Bioinspirierte Materialien 

stellen eine neue Gruppe der Materialien dar, die nach den Architekturprinzipien der 

Biomaterialien aufgebaut sind. Vor kurzem sind die Grenzflächen der Biomaterialien in den 

Fokus der Forschung gerückt, da sie eine der entscheidenden Faktoren hinsichtlich der 

hervorragenden mechanischen Eigenschaften zu sein scheinen. Die Natur benutzt Proteine 

als natürliche Kompatibilisatoren – Moleküle, die anorganische Komponenten mit der 

organischen Matrix verbinden. Diese natürlichen Kompatibilisatoren können die 

anorganische Oberfläche erkennen und damit die Grenzfläche stabilizieren. Diese Arbeit 

beschäftigt sich mit der Aufgabe, die Anwendbarkeit des Konzeptes der Kompatibilisatoren 

aus den Biomaterialien auf synthetische Systeme zu prüfen.  

Das Konzept der Arbeit basiert auf der Erkenntnis, dass Peptide anorganische 

Oberflächen erkennen können.  Die Peptidsequenzen können biokombinatorisch aus 

Phagen-Display-Bibliotheken identifiziert werden. Diese Methode erlaubt Sequenzen zu 

finden, die bestimmte anorganische Oberflächen erkennen können. Peptid-Polyethylenoxid 

(PEO) Konjugate, die bioinspirierten Kompatibilisatoren, die davor identifizierte spezifische 

adhärierende Peptidsequenz und einen Polymerblock enthalten, sind in das Material 

eingeblendet, welches aus MgF2 Nanopartikeln und PEO besteht. Peptid-Polymer Konjugate 

können als eine vereinfachte Version der Grenzflächenproteinen betrachtet werden, 

Das Einblenden der Konjugate in die Komposite führt zur gleichzeitigen Verbesserung 

von Steifigkeit und Zähigkeit. Die verbesserte Steifigkeit, erreicht durch die Zugabe von dem 

Konjugat, äußert sich in einem zwei- bis dreifach höherem elastischen Modul. Die Analyse 

der Materialstruktur mit den mikroskopischen und spektroskopischen Methoden zeigt die 

Unterdrückung der Aggregation und den entsprechenden Größeneffekt, der für die 

Verbesserung der mechanischen Eigenschaften verantwortlich ist. Der elastische Modul ist 

sensitiv gegenüber den Größen der Aggregate speziell im Nanometerbereich.  

Das Konzept der bioinspirierten Kompatibilisatoren wurde um das Implementieren 

von anderen Peptidsequenzen erweitert, die aus dem Set von spezifisch bindenden 

Sequenzen stammen. Die Evaluierung der sekundären Wechselwirkungen wie Löslichkeit 

und Selbst-Aggregation hat gezeigt, dass je kleiner die Affinität zur Peptid-Peptid 

Wechselwirkung, desto höher ist die Verfügbarkeit der Sequenz für die anorganische 

Oberfläche. Die Peptidsequenzen mit der geringeren Löslichkeit aufgrund der Aggregation 

sind weniger effizient in der Erkennung der Oberfläche. Peptid-Polymer-Konjugate, die gut 

lösliche Peptidsequenzen enthalten, erlauben bessere Stabilisierung der Nanopartikel und 

sind damit effizienter in der Verbesserung der mechanischen Eigenschaften. Durch die 

Anwendung von NMR war es möglich, ein Bindungsmotiv aus der effektivsten Peptidsequenz 
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zu identifizieren und die Rolle der einzelnen Aminosäuren in der Interaktion des Peptids mit 

der anorganischen Oberfläche zu zeigen.  

Diese Arbeit zeigt, dass das Konzept der Biomaterialien von den Biomolekülen an der 

Grenzfläche übertragbar auf die synthetischen Systeme ist. Das Konzept von der 

bioinspirierten Grenzflächenmodifizierung mit Peptid-Polymer Konjugaten ist ein versatiles 

Tool für die Entwicklung neuer Materialien.  
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1. Motivation and goals

Nature provides fascinating examples of composite materials such as bone, nacre, silk 

and others.[1, 2] These materials show exceptional properties and are perfectly adapted to 

their purpose and environment.[3]  Intensive research throughout the last decades revealed 

the structure–function relationships in those hierarchically structured materials.[4, 5] 

Mechanistic insights have been provided elucidating the origins of superior mechanical 

performance.[2, 4] These efforts allowed to deduce the structural principles of biomaterials 

and transfer these principles to address challenges of engineering materials.[6-8]  This field 

has been evolving very fast, creating a new scientific direction of bioinspired materials, 

promising to open completely new dimensions for material science.[1, 9] 

This work is dedicated to the exploration and transfer of one recently discovered 

structural principle of biomaterials – biomolecules at interface - to synthetic hybrid 

composites.  The control of interfaces seems to be one of the key factors toward remarkable 

mechanical properties.[10] In established design strategies of synthetic composites, the 

effect of interface modulation on mechanical properties have been frequently 

underestimated as attention was often set on constituents and hierarchical superstructures. 

Biomaterials tailor the internal material interfaces frequently through protein-based 

interface active molecules such as proteins or proteoglycans, making out of brittle 

constituents stiff and tough materials.[11] For instance, the high fracture toughness of 

abalone shells arises from its interface design, where proteins build a  “glue”- like phase 

between aragonite platelets. This organic layer is made responsible for energy dissipation, 

realizing impact resistance and fracture toughness.[11] Nature uses also very specific 

proteins for these purposes, they are able to recognize the inorganic phase of material and 

specifically binds to it, ensuring very efficient mediation of the interface.[12]  

In contrast to biomaterials, the improvement of both stiffness and toughness remains 

frequently problematic or not feasible in synthetic composites.[13] Hence, bioinspired 

concepts are mandatory to exploit material-specific interactions for the realization of 

material-specific compatibilizers. These might offer opportunities to more precisely 

modulate mechanical properties in synthetic composite materials and ultimately improve 

contradictory properties such as toughness and stiffness.  

Considering functions of interfacial proteins found in biomaterials, rationalized and 

simplified versions of protein-based interfacial stabilizers –peptide-polymer conjugates- can 

be explored. The combination of synthetic polymers and monodisperse biosegments, e.g., 

peptides,[14] nucleotides[15] or saccharides,[16] proves the enormous potential to control 

binding or adsorption properties, making these bioconjugates a valuable toolbox for material 

and biomedical  applications.[17, 18] For instance, peptides can be identified by phage 

display to show material-specific adsorption onto inorganic or soft-matter surfaces.[19] Such 

sequences were utilized to mediate the growth of inorganic nanoparticles or to functionalize 

surfaces.[20-23] Moreover, derived peptide-block-poly( ethylene glycol) (peptide-PEG) 

conjugates can effectively stabilize sols in solution, providing ease of redispersibility of 
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inorganic nanoparticles.[24] Specific compatibilizers might be envisioned to stabilize 

inorganic–polymer composites as the peptide segment could be tailored for sequence-

specific adsorption to the inorganic constituents and the polymer block could contribute to 

effective blending into a surrounding polymer matrix.  

The concept of bioinspired compatibilizers (Fig.  1) will be evaluated in the present 

thesis on a model system. This system contains nanometer-sized MgF2 particles and poly 

(ethylene oxide) matrix. The biologically inspired peptide-PEG compatibilizer combines a 

peptide segment for sequence-specific adsorption onto MgF2 nanoparticle surfaces and a 

PEG block to improve blending into the PEO matrix, allowing precise interface design. The 

inorganic constituents proved to have interesting properties such as high hardness, 

bactericidal activity, and low refractive index, which might be of interest for potential 

applications.[25, 26] PEO matrix material is known to have reduced interactions with 

peptides or proteins as PEO coatings show anti-fouling character. Thus, it can be expected 

that the peptide–MgF2 interactions might not be dramatically perturbed by nonspecific 

peptide–matrix interactions. The utilized peptide-PEG compatibilizer was based on a recently 

described stabilizer for MgF2 sol nanoparticles. The peptide sequence Thr-Gln-Tyr-Tyr-Ala-

Tyr- Ser-Thr-Thr-Gln-Lys-Ser (TQYYAYSTTQKS) had been identified previously by phage-

display biopanning as sequence that specifically binds onto MgF2  and later modified to 

conjugate Ac-GTQYYAYSTTQKS-PEG.[24]  

 

 The applicability of the biomaterials structural principle of “glue-like” interface 

biomolecules to synthetic system  

 The effect of bioinspired compatibilizer on the mechanical properties of hybrid 

composites  

 Structure of new composites and its connection to the mechanical performance  

 The applicability the different peptide sequences as compatibilizer, differences in 

their behavior and efficiency; parameters impacting their performance  

 Interaction of peptides with the inorganic surface and types of forces driving them; 

role of residues in these interactions 
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Fig.  1. Illustration of bioinspired concept of tailor-made compatibilizers for hybrid material: inspired 
by biomaterials such as nacre, where aragonite constituents are “glued” together by a protein layer 
that is specifically tailored to bind to the surface of inorganic building blocks and generates a distinct 
interface (top). From this concept a peptide–polymer conjugate could be abstracted as a simplified 
synthetic analog (bottom). The bioconjugate requires a peptide segment that enables specific binding 
to an inorganic constituent such as MgF2 and a polymer block that effectively blends into the 
surrounding polymer matrix.[27]  
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2.  Theoretical background 
 

This chapter is dedicated to the presentation of theoretical background underlying 

this research. First section will cover the relevance and necessity of biomaterials 

investigation as well as development of bioinspired materials. The focus will go to the role of 

interfaces in the biomaterials and bioinspired materials and modification of interfaces 

through compatibilizers. Interface modification in biomaterials and compatibilizers in nature 

will be covered first and then analyzed in comparison to the conventional compatibilizers 

used in the industry for commercial applications. This research study focuses on the peptide-

nanoparticle interactions and application of peptides as compatibilizer, therefore the second 

section will be dedicated to the peptides and their known applications in material science. 

The attention will be primarily drawn to the adhesion of peptides to the inorganic surfaces 

and modification of their properties, as it is the most crucial step in compatibilization and 

interface modulation.  

2.1. Role of interface in conventional and natural 

composites 
 

2.1.1.  Interfaces of biomaterials and natural compatibilizers 
 

 

Nature vital evolution originates very specific mechanisms to build biomaterials with 

exceptional mechanical properties.[1, 28] All these materials such as bone or nacre are 

usually contain hard and soft phases arranged in the hierarchical architectures from nano to 

macroscale.[2] These sophisticated hierarchical arrangements allow achieving “property 

amplification”: making from brittle minerals and proteins remarkable mechanical 

performance of the final material. To name one well studied example of such “amplification”: 

mollusk shells are mostly made of minerals (around 95%) and contain only a small portion of 

organic phase (around 5%),[29] but nacre has high stiffness (70-80 GPa), high tensile strength 

(70-100 MPa) and high fracture toughness (4-10 MPa/m1/2).[30, 31] At the same time, 

fracture toughness of mineral phase in nacre – aragonite is around 0.25 MPa MPa/m 1/2, 

which means that toughness of final material is up to 40 times higher as of its main 

component.[2] 

Hierarchical structure implies that constituents of different size have to be joined to 

make a material. Nature creates the interfaces of different types that govern, to a large 

extent, all properties of the hierarchically structured biomaterials and the control of interface 

properties seems to be one of the key factors toward remarkable mechanical properties. Due 

to this, recently the internal material interfaces in biomaterials have come into the focus. 

[32][33] Biomaterials tailor the internal material interfaces frequently through protein-based 

molecules forming a “glue” at the interface (Fig. 2), which enables stress mediation.[10]   
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Fig.  2. ”Glue” like phase at the Interfaces between (a) cellulose fibrils in the wood cell wall  (b) 
collagen fibrils in the tendon and (c) mineralized collagen fibrils in bone. Figure is adapted from 
reference [32].  

There are many fascinating examples of biomaterials, where proteins at the 

interfaces play a crucial role in the mechanical performance. The incorporation of soft 

interface, consisting of chitin and collagen like proteins, significantly improves the fracture 

resistance of brittle silica in the skeleton of deep sea sponges.[34] Soft interfaces can also 

provide deformability in materials such as wood cell wall and tendon. Sliding of cellulose 

fibrils against each other in wood is possible thanks to the hemicellulose matrix, where 

cellulose fibers are incorporated in (Fig. 2a).[35] Proteoglycan matrix containing collagen 

fibrils in tendon ensures plastic flow (Fig. 2b).[36] In bone, the interfibrillar layer, consisting 

of negatively charged polyelectrolytes between mineralized collagen fibrils, is correlated 

with the plastic flow in the matrix (Fig.  2c) [37]. 

 

Fig. 3. Illustration for the interface management strategies on the example of nacre. a Picture of 
nacre. Outer shell of nacre consists of aragonite platelets glued together by a number of proteins 
arranged is a brick-and-mortar structure (b).  c. Various proteins (c) are involved in gluing the 
aragonite platelets together. Proteins allow sliding platlets one on another, contributing significantly 
to remarkable toughness. Picture was adapted from references [2, 33]. 
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 Exceptional properties of nacre are also due to its special structural complexity. Nacre 

consists of 95 vol.% of layered aragonite (CaCO3) platelets (∼200–900 nm thick with a 

diameter of 5–8 μm), bonded by a thin (∼10–50 nm) layer of organic material (Fig. 3 

a,b,c).[2] The exceptional toughness of nacre is ensured through several toughening 

mechanisms,  the most powerful mechanism among them is sliding of aragonite tablets 

against one another, which generates relatively large deformations accompanied by energy 

dissipation (Fig. 3 d).[31, 38] Sliding and pullout of the tablets are mediated by the thin (10-

50 nm) interfaces between the tablets, which are rich in organic phase, consisting of β-chitin 

fibrils, sandwiched between two proteinnacrous layers.[39] The protein layers are bonded to 

the tablets, forming a continuous connection.[39, 40] About 40 protein sequences have been 

identified from the organic layer in nacre up to now.[41] Two of the most well studied 

proteins, which are commonly brought in relation to mechanical response, are chitin and 

Lustrin A, the later of which could add to toughening through unfolding.[11, 42] Interestingly, 

Lustrin A can specifically interact with aragonite due to Ca-binding domains providing a tailor 

made interface between the mineral and the protein phases.[43] In addition, another protein 

was extracted, named Pif 97. This protein with its chitin- and aragonite binding sites may 

function as a link between aragonite and chitin.[12] Presence of mineral-binding domains in 

Lustrin A and Pif again emphasizes the fact that nature uses abilities of proteins for 

recognition of surfaces to realize higher functions, such as connecting inorganic blocks and 

creating special interfaces.  

 

2.1.2.  Interfaces and compatibilizers in conventional polymeric 

composites  

 

This section is dedicated to the conventional approaches for compatibilizers, which 

are well established in the industry. A composite material by definition is a material made of 

two or more constituents with significantly different physical or chemical properties that, 

when combined, produce a material with characteristics different from the individual 

components. Polymers used as matrix to produce composites are often blended with 

different fillers- to enhance mechanical performance. Inorganic fillers can be of various types 

and shapes, they can be particles, fibers, flakes etc.[44, 45] The common problem in the 

composites is that components are very different in their nature and are therefore not 

compatible. Various types of compatibilizers are used to enhance compatibility of different 

components and realize homogeneous distribution of the filler and bonding to the matrix. 

Only the particulate filled composites and their compatibilizer will be considered, as studied 

system in this work is based on particles. 

Homogeneous distribution of the filler is assumed in most of the cases, which, 

however, rarely occurs and special particle structures develop in the composites. Two types 

of interactions must be considered in particulate filled composites: particle-particle and 

matrix-filler interactions. Particle-particle interactions induce aggregation, while matrix-filler 
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interaction leads to the interphase with special structure and properties different from both 

components. Aggregation increases with decreasing size of the filler, as far as strength of 

adhesion between the particles is determined by the size and surface energy. The easiest 

way for modification of interfacial interactions is the surface treatment of fillers. With a few 

exceptions, the surfaces of most particulate fillers are less than optimum for interaction with 

polymers. Therefore, surface modifiers are used to improve the interaction. The wide range 

of compatibilizers (surface modifiers) are offered and used commercially, ranging from the 

inexpensive fatty acids, to silanes, titanates and zirconates.[44, 45]  

There are two main types of surface treatments of fillers: those that involve covalent 

chemical bonding and those that do not. The reasons for using them are different. Chemical 

bonding treatments are designed to improve the adhesion between filler and polymer, 

promoting better mechanical properties. Non-bonding treatments in contrast are designed 

very often to improve fillers ease of handling and dispersion. One of the most typical 

examples of this type are long chain fatty acids. They can be adsorbed on the filler surface, 

changing its character so that it is more compatible with hydrophobic polymers and easier to 

disperse. Coupling agents, representing another group of surface treatment, have two 

reactive chemical groups, one to bond to the filler and one to the polymer. The most 

common example is the organosilanes that are applied to the surface of inorganic fillers in 

order to improve their adhesion to polymers.[46] 

The oldest and most commonly used modification of fillers is the coverage of the 

surface with a small molecular weight organic compound.[47] Saturated fatty acids (very 

often stearic acid) are typical examples of non-coulpling agents. The principle of the 

treatment is the preferential adsorption of the polar group of the surfactant onto the 

surface of the filler. Fatty acids are very well applicable for basic filler, where acid groups can 

give strong interaction.  This treatment is easy applicable, inexpensive and can lead to easier 

processing. However, one of crucial questions of non-reactive treatment is the amount of 

agent to use, which is critical for the efficiency of the treatment. It could be dependent on 

the type of interaction, size of treating molecule, alignment on the surface. The insufficient 

amount does not bring desired effect, while excesses lead to the deterioration of the 

mechanical properties.[48] As a result of the treatment, the surface free energy of the filler 

decreases drastically.[49]  Such changes consequently lead to a decrease of both types of 

interactions: particle-particle and particle-matrix. Reduction of particle-particle interactions 

leads to the decrease in aggregation and improved dispersion. In parallel to some useful 

effects, coatings with saturated fatty acids normally interact weakly and the tails of acids are 

normally too short to entangle with the polymer matrix. This results in filler debonding at 

relatively low stresses, expressed very often in a lowering of elastic modulus and strength, 

but leading to improved elongation at break and toughness. [50] Toughness improvement is 

caused by a plastic deformation of the matrix, which is the main energy adsorbing process in 

impact. [51] 

Silanes represent a big class of compounds widely used as coupling agents with 

general formula.  

 (R) 4-n– Si – Xn 
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The X is a group chosen to react with surface hydroxyls of the filler, usually halogen 

or alkoxyl.  Organo-silanes rely on reaction with surface hydroxyl, due to the fact that most 

of them are effective only for fillers with surface hydroxyls such as silica, silicates, oxides and 

hydroxides. Apart from this, silanes can react with themselves in the presence of moisture. 

Silane coupling agents are much more widely used in particulate filled composites than the 

non-coupling ones. This is because of their ability to improve filler polymer adhesionand 

filler dispersion. Silane coupling agents produce around the filler a layer, which consist of 

physisorbed and chemisorbed molecules, building an interphase of a graded structure, 

where exact properties of this phase control the reinforcement.[52] The nature of this 

interphase will depend on the silanes, coating condition, nature of the filler, the matrix and 

compounding condition.[53] Silanes are applicable for all organic resins, but the degree of 

improvement varies with the nature of the resin.[54] Application of silanes mostly leads to 

improved strength, although deformability and impact characteristics decrease. [55]  

As an alternative to silanes, other coupling agents were introduced, especially for the 

cases, where silanes are not applicable e.g carbon black. Examples of these alternative 

coupling agents are organo-titanates or organo-zirconates.  Organo-titanates are derivatives 

of ortho-titanic acid Ti(OH)4 and therefore the organo-titanes are similar to silanes. They are 

designed to have a group that readily hydrolyse to titanium hydroxyl groups, which can 

condense with surface hydroxyls. The main use of organo-titanates appears to be in giving 

dispersion of particles.[56] It is claimed that the major part of their effectiveness is due to 

chemical removal of the surface water layer on the particles, which significantly improves 

dispersion.[44] 

Block-copolymers have also found their application as coupling agents.[57] They can 

be used for the cases where the commonly used coupling agents can’t effectively improve 

the compatibility and interfacial adhesion, as in the cases, where polymers have no 

functional groups present for such coupling agents to react with. The good compatibility 

between the matrix polymer and the block copolymer coupling agent is desirable for the 

improvement in the interfacial adhesion.[58] They proved to contribute to the efficient 

dispersion of particles, better interfacial adhesion and improvement of mechanical 

properties. [59, 60]  

One-more quite commonly used strategy, especially in the field of nanocomposites, is 

grafting method, when polymer attached to the nanoparticles ensures their distribution in 

the polymer matrix. There are mainly two methods to create grafted nanoparticles: “grafting 

to” and “grafting from”. In a grafting-to method, a preformed and functionalized polymer is 

attached to the surface. Although the grafting-to method has the advantage of a simple and 

modular approach, there are drawbacks. Steric repulsion between already attached and 

diffusing to the surface polymer chains limits the available graft density. In the grafting-from 

method, the surface is functionalized with an initiator or chain transfer agent and the 

polymer if grown from the surface. Controlled radical polymerization offer an attractive 

method for the functionalization of the interface between the nanoparticles and polymer 

matrix, allowing the control over multiple molecular variables including chain composition, 
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molecular weight, architecture as well as end- and side-group functionality. [61, 62] Polymer 

brushes attached to the nanoparticles may also undergo variations such as bimodal brushes 

consisting of homopolymer with two different distinct polymer lengths or brushes composed 

of block copolymers.[63] 

Surface treatment is obviously the most convenient route to modify interactions and 

composite properties. Conventional compatibilizers relay solely on the interaction of surface 

groups of a filler with the compatibilizer, allowing to use the same compatibilizers for 

different fillers. This represents a simplified concept in comparison to the natural 

compatibilizers where special proteins are able to recognize the surface of the mineral 

components. The approaches used by nature and current compatibilizers relay on a very 

different principles. Ability of peptides to recognize the surfaces and specifically adhere to it 

makes peptide-polymer conjugates studied in this project to the tailor-made compatibilizers. 

They are selected and optimized for the specific inorganic surfaces. Therefore peptide-based 

conjugates should be considered as more advanced compatibilizers in comparison to 

conventional ones.  

A very important point is also effect of this compatibilizers on the final composite 

properties.  A strong thin interphase results in brittle materials, while a soft interphase leads 

to lower modulus and higher impact resistance.[64] Generally conventional compatibilizers 

improve toughness but tend to lower modulus, which means that improvement of one 

property (toughness) goes on the cost of other property (elastic modulus) and there is a 

need to compromise. This phenomenon does not occur in the natural composites, which 

again emphasizes the differences between conventional and compatibilizers from the 

nature.  

 

2.1.3.  Bio-based and bioinspired compatibilizers for composites 

 

In the two previous subchapters it was discussed that nature uses proteins for the 

interface stabilization.  Afterwards the conventional compatibilizers were considered, where 

completely different types of compounds are employed as compatibilizers. This subchapter 

will be dedicated to the latest scientific publications where researchers tried to utilize the 

more advanced compatibilizers derived from biosources. This class of compounds could be 

considered as an intermediate stage between conventional and  compatibilizers of 

biomaterials. Compounds will fall into the category of bio-based in case if they are derived 

from renewable sources such as soy, lignin etc. In contrast, bioinspired compatibilizers can 

be considered as such, if they utilize principles of architecture from biomaterials, which can 

be also realized on the basis of synthetic components.  

In the last years, many efforts have been made for the development of bio-based 

composites allowing full degradation in the soil. Alongside utilization of bio-based filler and 

application of biocompatible and degradable polymers, there were attempts to find a way to 

compatibilize the interface between two components by means of bio-based or bioinspired 

compatibilizers.  
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The following substances of different nature were proposed for use as coupling agent 

or comaptibilizers. Asolectin from soybeans (mixture of natural polyunsaturated 

phospholipids) was applied to cellulose-based composites to compatibilize hydrophilic filler 

and hydrophobic polymer matrix and allowed improvement of elastic modulus. [65] Oxidized 

wax was used as a compatibilizer for nano silica clay and low density polyethylene 

composites and lead to improved elastic modulus values and decreased tensile strength.[66] 

Lignin, containing both polar hydroxyl groups and non-polar hydrocarbon and benzene rings, 

was applied to compatibilze coconut fiber-polypropylene composites leading to improved 

flexural strength and decreased tensile properties.[67]  

Amino acids and proteins also have found their application in this research area. 

Conventional compatibilizers were modified with the amino acids, attempting to make them 

biocompatible. Lysin-based diisocyanate acted as compatibilizer for bamboo fibers for two 

different polymer matrixes leading to slight simultaneous improvements of elastic modulus, 

tensile strength and toughness.[68] Study of mussel adhesives inspired researchers to use 

dopamine (3,4-dihydroxy-L-phenylalanine) as a compatibilizer for hemp poly- L-(lactic-acid) 

(PLLA) composite. This allowed slight improvements to elastic modulus, strength and 

toughness.[69] Clay was modified with dopamine and incorporated into polypropelene (PP) 

leading to enhanced UV resistance and mechanical performance.[70] Soy proteins 

performed the role of compatibilizer for PP composites reinforced with lignocellulose 

allowing an improvement to elastic modulus only.[71] 

Above described approaches for interface modification obviously have some 

similarities with the strategy applied within this study as they also utilize proteins,  separate 

amino acids or complex mixtures of biopolymers. The most significant difference  in 

comparison to the peptide-polymer conjugates is that selected compatibilizers are mostly 

non-specific for the given filler surface in comparison to our proposed concept. The 

interaction of bespoke compatibilizer seems to be based on the presence of certain 

functional groups suitable to the interaction with the filler making them more comparable 

with silans.  

 

2.1.4.  Stiffness and toughness in biomaterials and conventional 

composites 

 

 As described in the previous chapter, interface management in conventional 

composites realized through compatibilazers allows to improve toughness but not 

necessarily stiffness. This represents often an undesired effect. New concept of bioinspired 

compatibilization may help to address this issue. Therefore this section will provide an 

overview about the relation between stiffness and toughness in conventional composites 

and biomaterials.   

Unfortunately, although these properties may seem to many to be similar, changes in 

material structure often affect the stiffness and toughness in very different ways. 

Microstructures which restrict plasticity (or more generally inelasticity) will display high 
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strength properties, but this again can lead to lower toughness by minimizing the local relief 

of high stresses. Indeed, although there are exceptions, toughness is usually inversely 

proportional to strength, such that the design of strong and tough materials is inevitably a 

compromise. [72]   

Since structural materials are often used in applications where catastrophic fracture 

is not an option, such as critical medical implants, nuclear containment vessels, aircraft jet 

engines, gas pipelines, it can be argued that the property of toughness is far more important 

than strength.[13] There is a demand for materials with optimal combination of strength and 

toughness.  

Whereas engineers and material scientist are looking for strategies to find an 

optimum between these properties, there are biomaterials known, where nature has 

already provided a way for the optimization of mutually exclusive properties. Nature can 

create composite structures that are hierarchically organized at the nano, micro and meso 

levels to achieve orders of magnitude increases in strength and toughness compared to their 

constituent phases.[28] (Fig.  4) From a fracture-mechanics perspective, it is clear that most 

of these biological materials derive their fracture resistance through the presence of a series 

of extrinsic toughening mechanisms acting at various length-scales. [1, 2] Again considering 

example of nacre, aragonite platelets provide strength, while inter-lamellar shear in the 

proteinos layers provide sufficient inelastic deformation to permit redistribution of stress 

and ensuring toughness. The prominent multi-scale toughening mechanism in nacre occurs 

via viscoplatic energy dissipation within biopolymer layers, where the tables are able to slip 

over one another. Suggested concepts include an organic layer acting as a glue involving 

breaking of sacrificial bonds in the biopolymer at the molecular level, [11] the breaking of 

aragonite minerals bridges that are located between the mineral layers [73] and the surface 

roughness of platelets by itself hindering inelastic shearing.[74] Recently natural principles of 

design were utilized  for the development of complex lamellar composites consisting of 

ceramic lamellae and separated by lubricating polymeric layers leading to composites with 

high stiffness and toughness.[3]  This provides a good example that following natural 

principles of design may offer a way out of stiffness and toughness dilemma.  
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Fig.  4. Ashby plot for selected natural materials like nacre and bone and synthetic material 
(alumina/PMMA) designed by mimicking the architecture of nacre. Plot represents mechanical 
properties of the constituents and compares it with the properties of final materials emphasizing the 
role of architecture of these materials. Dashed lines represent properties of materials as they would 
be homogeneous mixtures of the constituents.  Graph was adapted from reference [2]. 
 
 

2.2. Peptides for material science applications  
 

The previous chapters were dedicated to various options of interface 

compatibilization employing different classes of compounds for this purpose. Irrespective of 

the type of compatibilizer, they have to bind efficiently enough to the surface to fulfill its 

function. This chapter is dedicated solely to the peptides and their interaction with inorganic 

surfaces with the special focus on the material science applications. The binding of 

conventional compatibilizers relay on the presence of interaction groups, while sophisticated 

proteins in natural materials are able to recognize the surface. Peptides are also able to 

recognize different surfaces and various aspects of recognition phenomenon will be 

discussed in this chapter. This phenomenon is of high relevance as the concept of 

bioinspired compatibilization relay on the ability of peptides to recognize certain inorganic 

surfaces. The aim is to show the versatile abilities of peptides and corresponding application 

and state of the knowledge about this phenomenon.  At first, overview will be given about 

the inorganic surfaces and binding peptides and developed biotechnological methods for 

peptide identification. Ability of peptide to recognize inorganic surfaces and to bind to it 

created a branch in nanotechnology called “bioinspired nanotechnology”, which uses this 

unique ability very successfully for bioinspired synthesis of nanoobjects.  At last, focus will be 

shifted to the nature of this recognition and interaction with the surface.   
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2.2.1. Peptides as specific binders to inorganic surfaces  
 

In the previous chapters it was discussed that nature uses proteins frequently in 

biomaterials for interface management. Nature has developed certain proteins to 

specifically fulfill their functions. In order to do so proteins are able to recognize certain 

inorganic surface and adhere to it. Proteins and peptides are closely associated with 

biomaterials in nature contributing significantly to material properties through involvement 

of proteins in sophisticated architectures. They also evolved to play a key role in the 

nucleation, growth and organization of nanostructured biocomposite material.[75] It is 

realized via specific, non-covalent interactions with the aqueous material interface. Over the 

course of the years, researches have tried to make use of their natural abilities of proteins 

and peptides in recognition of surface. One obvious way was identification of material 

binding peptides from many known examples of inorganic binding proteins found in nature. 

Some of such examples were repeating peptides from sillaffin proteins for silica 

formation[75, 76] and peptides mimicking protein from magnetotactic bacteria in controlling 

morphology and size of magnetite nanoparticles.[77] An alternative to using biologically 

derived peptides is the use of combinatorial peptide libraries for material specific peptide 

selection.[78] Combinatorial based peptide libraries are constructed from display peptides 

on bacteriophages or cell surfaces. They are constructed to select sequences for a specific 

target from a larger population of peptides.[79] Phage display technology is based on the 

construction of a polypeptide library fused to a bacteriophage coat protein. Filamentous 

bacteriophages consist of a genome of circular single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) and a flexible 

rod-shaped cylinder, which is composed of five coat proteins. All the coat proteins can be 

used for display. Random peptide libraries are the most common type of phage display 

libraries and they code up to 109 peptide sequences. The phage selection procedure, also 

referred as biopanning, is based on affinity selection, which is a characteristic aspect of the 

phage display technology that selects for ligands against any target. A selection cycle 

basically contains four stages: (i) incubation of target molecules with a phage display library, 

(ii) washing off unbound phage, (iii) elution of the bound phage, and (iv) amplification of the 

eluted phage (Fig.  5). Three to four rounds of selections are generally carried out in a 

biopanning experiment. Phage eluted in the final step can be used to infect a suitable 

bacterial host, from which the phagemids can be collected and the relevant DNA sequence 

excised and sequenced to identify the relevant, interacting peptides.[80] 
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Fig.  5. Schematic representation of selection of peptides for the specific targets through phage 
display libraries. 1. Target surface is incubated with the phage library 2. Washing away of unbound 
phages 3.  Elution of bound phage 4. Amplification of eluted phages. As a final step, DNA is extracted 
from selected phage and send for sequencing to obtain a peptide sequence. Figure was adapted from 
reference [80]. 

 

From large peptide libraries, first peptides were identified that were able to 

recognize gold surface.[81] This field grew rapidly and material binding peptides were 

identified for a big range of surfaces. Specifically binding peptides were identified first for 

metals Ti [82] , Ag[83]. Afterwards, the circle was expanded to oxides  SiO2 [84], ZnO [85] 

and Cu2O [86]. Later, more complex structures were targeted such as zeolites, [87] indium 

nitride semiconductor surface[88], hydroxyapatite [89] and carbon structures such as 

nanotubes [90], a graphene [91]. Further studies found peptide binding not only to inorganic 

surfaces but also to organic substrates like polystyrene [89], cellulose [92] and others [19].  

 

2.2.2. Peptides for synthesis and stabilization of nanoparticles 

 

Identification of peptide sequences binding to a certain target is only the first step, 

but a very important one, on the way to the utilization of this peptide (protein) property to 

applications. This chapter will present examples of peptides adsorption on the different 

surfaces and application resulting from this ability of peptides. First, this phenomenon was 

explored and tested on single amino acids. [93] The effect of single amino acids was explored 

on the behavior of nanoparticles and it was possible to achieve stabilization  and guided 
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assembly of nanoparticles [94] and nanorods of Au.[95] Then, not only single amino acids 

but peptides were employed for prevention of aggregation.[96, 97] (Fig. 6) Protecting 

clusters as a coating consisting of peptides were realized around Au nanoparticles.[98][99] 

Additionally, self-assembly of peptides became a common tool to assemble 

nanoparticles.[100] The response of peptides to changes in pH lead to different state of 

aggregation of Ag nanoparticles [101]  and gave the opportunity to obtain differently shaped 

structures. [102][103][104] Additionally, self-assembled peptides systems were used as a 

templates to obtain different nanoparticles structures with enhanced properties, as for 

example  Pd-networks for catalytic applications.[105]  Helical nanoparticle structures, 

obtained on the basis of peptide helical structures, showed tunable plasmonic circular 

dichroism properties (Fig.  7). [106, 107] Uniform interparticle spacing was achieved through 

a unique design of peptide-structures.[108] Introduction of polymer and its conjugation with 

the peptide brings additional functionality to the final system. Conjugated peptides systems 

in the form of peptide-polymer conjugates were explored and utilized for different material 

science applications too such as functionalization of Gd2O3 nanoparticles, crystallization 

modifiers, stabilizer of nanoparticles[14][109][110][24] 

 

Fig.  6. TEM images of gold nanoparticles stabilized by peptide (GCGGCGGKGGCGGCG). (a) 2.5 nm Au 
nanoparticles (b) 15 nm Au nanoparticle. Particles of different sizes can be stabilized by peptides via 
their adhesion on the surface. As a result of that, aggregation of nanoparticles can be prevented. 
Picture was adapted from reference. [97] 
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Fig.  7. TEM pictures of gold nanoparticles-assemblies formed by peptides. Tailored peptide-based 
conjugates can direct the assembly of nanoparticles. Gold-binding peptide conjugate molecules, R-
PEPAu (R = organic tail; PEPAu = AYSSGAPPMPPF bind to gold nanoparticle surfaces during particle 
synthesis directing particle assembly. (a, b) TEM images of single-helical gold nanoparticle 
superstructures after 15 h of reaction and (c) negative-stained TEM image after 30 min of reaction 
with measured pitch of the helix. Figure was adapted from reference [107] 

 

Fig.  8. TEM picture of gold nanoparticles. Monodisperse spherical gold nanoparticles were formed 
after 3 days incubation at room temperature with 0.5 mM HAuCl4 with the dodecapeptide 

TGTSVLIATPYV. Picture was adapted from reference [111]. 

One of areas, which should be mentioned, where peptide sequences found its 

application, is peptide-guided synthesis of nanomaterials, allowing control of sizes and 

shapes. Shape and size-tunable synthesis was realized for Au nanostructures with 

peptides[112] (Fig.  8), where the  physicochemical properties were tuned using different 

peptide sequences. [113] Then it was extended to other inorganic particles such as Ag [114, 

115], Pd [116] One-dimensional Pt nanostructures with controllable morphologies were 

obtained with short peptides,[117] including ultra small Pt crystals.[21, 118] Directed 

nanocrystal assembly was realized also for semiconductors.[119] Nanocrystals of metal 

oxides such as TiO2 were obtained following the same methodology.[120] Some other 

fascinating abilities of peptides were explored such as differentiation between 

crystallographic surface orientation of the same material.[121] Many of the above described 

examples of synthesis of nanoparticles were driven by catalytic applications and later studies 

showed that peptides can even control activity of nanoparticles in catalytic reactions. [122] 
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2.2.3. Peptide-nanoparticle interactions 

  

The ability of proteins and peptides to recognize surfaces was utilized in many 

applications, but there is little knowledge available about the relationship between a 

primary peptide sequence and their ability to bind and functionalize at the nanostructured 

interfaces. Some aspects of this topic are covered within this thesis on the example of one 

sequence. In this chapter the current knowledge available to this topic is presented to give 

an overview about different aspects of this complex topic.   

The structure of biomolecules at the interfaces and understanding the nature of 

interaction still remains challenging, although some significant steps were made towards the 

understanding this type of interactions.[123] This knowledge would allow more rational 

design of biomolecules allowing more control over production, functionalization and 

modification of nanomaterials.[124] This lack of understanding is becoming very distinct by 

comparing the qualities and structures of laboratory grown inorganic materials with 

equivalent biomaterials produced in nature. Marine organisms are able to synthesize and to 

control the mineralization of highly oriented calcium carbonate crystal with defined 

geometries, while laboratory grown nanoparticles exhibit random geometries and 

orientations and do not have the same physical properties. The complexity of the interface 

develops from having peptides and biomolecules with various conformations, structures, 

chemistries, polarities, chiralities, electrostatic charges and binding affinities. It combines  

with diverse nanocrystal surfaces, which have different facets, oxidation states, surface 

charges, crystallographic orientation and defects.[125] Each of these properties has been 

shown to effect binding.[126] Multistep adsorption was proposed with formation of 

multilayers, in which the prevailing interactions (electrostatic, hydrophobic, hydrogen 

bonding) and their relative contribution to binding event are governed by the identity of 

peptide itself, substrate surface functionality, peptide bulk concentration and pH of 

solution.[84]  
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Fig.  9. Molecular dynamics study of the binding process of peptide AYSSGAPPMPPF onto gold 
surfaces. The binding process can be separated into the following steps:  diffusion, anchoring, 
crawling and binding. Figure is adapted from reference[127]. 

Computer simulations provided a significant contribution for the understanding of 

the interactions at the interfaces. A multistep mechanism was proposed for the binding 

process, where certain amino acid residues seem to play a specific role in either ensuring 

anchoring or binding or providing flexibility to the backbone (Fig.  9). [127] It was attempted 

to differentiate between binding peptides considering enthalpic and entropic factors as a 

main driving forces.[128] The role of sequence and conformation, interpeptide forces and 

the role of water were also addressed in simulations,[129, 130] followed by the contribution 

of different forces for adsorption of different peptides.[131] 

 

Fig.  10. The effect of 14 nm silica nanoparticles on the proton NMR spectrum of the peptide RKLPDA. 
In the absence of nanoparticles, sharp lines are observed for the peptide. The lines slightly broaden 
and shift as the nanoparticle concentration is increased to 1 mg/mL and are greatly broadened at 
higher (13 mg/mL) nanoparticle concentrations. The line broadening is a consequence of the change 
in proton chemical shift for the peptide upon binding to the nanoparticle. The figure was adapted 
from the reference [132] 
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Circular Dichroism (CD) and Infrared (IR)-spectroscopies can mainly deliver proof of 

interaction and allow following the changes in the secondary structures of peptides upon a 

binding event. Monitoring of Amide I and Amide A bands in IR spectra, studied using 

examples of peptides bound to differently sized nanoparticles of Au, lead to the observation 

that both bands shift upon binding and curvature of differently sized nanoparticles impact 

peptide conformation.[133] Curvature depended β-sheet structure was also confirmed for 

amyloid derived peptides on the Au nanoparticles.[134] Changes of conformation upon 

binding were also characterized for graphene substrate from α-helix  in the powder form to 

a complex reticular structure.[135] Changes in the structure of peptides upon binding were 

also proven by CD on several examples. [136-138] 

Nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (NMR-spectroscopy) can provide more 

insight in the structure at the interface and the role of single amino acids in the interaction. 

Recent studies with high resolution solution NMR showed that solution NMR can be used for 

structure determination at the interface for short peptides bound to different types of 

nanoparticles. First, NMR experiments with SiO2, TiO2 particles showed changes in the 

spectra of peptides in the presence of nanoparticles. Lines are broaden and shift in the 

presence of smaller amount of nanoparticles, which is a typical behavior for peptides in the 

fast exchange regime. Broader lines are observed for peptides with significantly higher 

amount of nanoparticles, because the peptide is fully bound and slowly tumbling in the 

solution (Fig.  10).  More detailed insight with saturation transfer difference (STD) technique 

revealed that interactions with NP surface occur predominantly as a consequence of side 

chain interactions with the surface.[132] Some NMR studies employing standard 2D 

techniques were realized for Zn and ZnO binding peptides. Histidine (His) with its imidazole 

ring and glutamic acid with carboxyl O were involved in the interaction with Zn shown on the 

example of one peptide.[139] A set of ZnO binding peptides identified through phage display 

were analyzed. The authors concluded that the charge state of peptides play a major role for 

ionic interactions, although polar interactions of nonionic amino acid residues play an 

important role in the binding driven in this case by His and Serine.[85]  
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3. Results and discussion 
 

3.1. Peptide-PEG conjugates as compatibilizers for composites 
 

3.1.1. Composite development 
 

The concept of bioinspired compatibilizers was tested in the present study on a 

model system, consisting of nanometer-sized MgF2 particles, poly(ethylene oxide) matrix 

and compatibilizer. The biologically inspired peptide-PEG compatibilizer combined a peptide 

segment for sequence-specific adsorption onto MgF2 nanoparticle surface and a PEG block 

to improve blending into the PEO matrix.   

Magnesium fluoride proved to have interesting properties, which make this material 

suitable for various applications. It has a very low water solubility 0.16 g L-1 and it is non-

toxic [140]. Low water solubility provides a long term stability under expose to water, which 

ensures very slow and continuous release of magnesium and fluorine ions. Both ions are 

known for their biological activity. These two properties make magnesium fluoride useful for 

potential applications in the biomedical area. [141, 142] Magnesium fluoride has also a very 

low refractive index n=1.38  and shows high transparency  within a broad spectral window 

that it is often used in antireflective coatings [26]. These set of properties of this material 

makes it a good candidate for various applications. Due to that it was selected for the model 

system. This work is dedicated to the test of the concept and the inorganic components 

were selected in a way that composites for various applications can be created on its basis.  

Magnesium fluoride used for preparation of the composites was obtained in a form 

of nanoparticles present in an optically clear sol form. Nanoparticles were obtained through 

sol-gel synthesis route developed in the group of Prof. Kemnitz at the Humboldt University 

[25]. More detailed information is provided in the experimental part of the thesis. Synthesis 

of nanoparticles in performed in methanol and in this medium sol remains stable. Addition 

of water causes irreversible gelation and formation of xerogel.  The obtained nanoparticles 

evidence pores and high specific surface area of 390 m2g-1. [24] Magnesium fluoride 

crystallizes in the rutile structure and is in the dimensions of 5 nm. [25] 

Polyethylene oxide with M = 900 000 g/mol was selected as a matrix component. PEO 

matrix material is known to have reduced interactions with peptides or proteins as PEO 

coatings show anti-fouling character. Thus, it can be expected that the peptide–MgF2 

interactions might not be dramatically perturbed by nonspecific peptide–matrix interactions. 

Due to these reason, PEO was a good candidate as a matrix polymer especially as this work 

aims mainly for the prove of the concept of bioinspired compatibilization, and it was 

important to ensure that polymer matrix will not disturb peptide – nanoparticle interactions. 

The bioinspired compatibilizer consists out of peptide segment (13 amino acids 

residues in length) and PEG-block with the molecular weight of Mn = 3200 g/mol. The 
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utilized peptide-PEG compatibilizer was based on a recently described stabilizer for MgF2 sol 

nanoparticles. The peptide sequence Thr-Gln-Tyr-Tyr-Ala-Tyr-Ser-Thr-Thr-Gln-Lys-Ser 

(TQYYAYSTTQKS) had been identified previously by phage-display biopanning as sequence 

that specifically binds onto MgF2.  This sequences was modified to conjugate Ac-

GTQYYAYSTTQKS-PEG, which contains in the beginning Gly(G) as a spacer.[24] This sequence 

will be abbreviated as pep-I-PEG.  Conjugates were obtained through solid-phase peptide 

synthesis method described more in detail in the experimental part of the thesis. Short PEG 

block makes the conjugates well water soluble. Also PEG block of conjugate would allow 

better blending into the PEO matrix.  

The preparation procedure of the composites consisted of two steps: solution casting 

and hot pressing (Fig.  11). An appropriate amount of the peptide-polymer conjugate was 

dissolved in methanol, after which a corresponding amount of MgF2 sol was added. The 

mixture was stirred for a minimum of 4 hours to allow the conjugate to adhere to the 

inorganic surface. A 5 wt% aqueous solution of PEO (900 kg mol-1) was added. The mixed 

solution was cast into a small bowl and the material was dried under an extraction hood for 

12 hours. The material that was obtained after the solution casting step was not suitable for 

the mechanical testing experiments, which require even and homogeneously thick 

composites. A hot pressing procedure was applied to eliminate unevenness in thickness of 

composites. Hot pressing of the composite materials was performed on the SPECAC 

machines from Specac Limited (Orington, UK) at a constant temperature of 70°C. The 

composites are cooled down in the special cooling device with circulating water. The average 

thickness of the composite ranges from 80-120 μm. More detailed description of 

preparation procedure is provided in the experimental section of the thesis. 

 

Fig. 11. Preparation procedure for all composites showing solution casting procedure and hot 
pressing step. 

To evaluate a mechanical performance, tensile testing experiments were performed 

for all composites described in the thesis. Samples in a typical bone form were punched out 

of pressed composites. Normally 4 bone shaped samples can be made out of one composite. 

Experiments were performed on the two tensile testing machines: small devices for precise 
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measurements of small forces and at standard Zwick machine. For the tensile testing 

experiment, a sample is fixed in the holder of the machine. The sample will be pulled apart 

with the constant speed, while the needed force and the displacement will be measured. 

Based on these two experiment parameters, elastic  modulus, yield strength and toughness 

are calculated. More details about mechanical tested are provided in the experimental 

section of the thesis.  

 

3.1.2.  Mechanical properties of composites 
 

3.1.2.1. Impact of MgF2 nanoparticles on the properties of composites 

 

Tensile testing experiments were performed to assess the influence of nm sized MgF2 

particles on the composite performance; elastic modulus and yield strength were calculated 

as the main parameters to evaluate the impact of the filler.   

 

Fig.  12. Elastic modulus of PEO composites with increasing MgF2 filler content (5-40wt%). Elastic 
modulus increases with each step of increase of filler concentration.  

As Fig.  12 shows, stepwise addition of the inorganic filler leads to the slow increase 

of elastic modulus. The change in elastic modulus for the filler content ranging 5-20wt% was 

200-300 MPa. Further increase of inorganic filler content causes significant distortion of the 

polymer matrix evident in a very broad distribution of elastic modulus values.  30-40wt% of 

filler nearly doubles the values of elastic modulus reaching 1500 MPa compared to neat PEO. 

Experiments clearly show that the MgF2 particles can be blended into PEO matrix up to 40 

wt%, which is a high filling content. Preparation of the composites with the higher filler 

content was not possible.  
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The values of elastic modulus obtained for PEO that are around 600 MPa are in a 

good agreement with the previously published literature: for PEO with the molecular weight 

of 1000 000 g/mol elastic modulus of 720 MPa was reported. [143] 

On the one hand, the introduction of the filler in the matrix leads to higher stiffness 

expressed in higher elastic modulus values, but on the other hand experiments clearly 

indicate that filler makes composites very brittle. The composites became more and more 

brittle with increased filling content; highly filled composites can be easily broken.  

It is well known that particles introduced into the polymer matrix tend to aggregate, 

especially if it is a nanofiller. The same phenomenon of increasing aggregation was shown 

for unstabilized composites. This fact would explain big inhomogeneity of elastic modulus 

values for highly filled composites, where bigger aggregates create significant weak points in 

the material.  

 

3.1.2.2. Impact of conjugate on the mechanical performance 

 

The optimal concentration of the conjugate will be found in an empirical way on the 

example of different MgF2 concentrations: 10wt%, 15wt%, 30wt%. Under the optimal 

concentration we understand the concentration of conjugate with the best mechanical 

properties.  All experiments were performed with the conjugate pep-I-PEG. Changes of 

elastic modulus will be monitored to discover the optimal concentration of the conjugate for 

the system. 0.5 mol%, 1mol%, 3 mol%, 5 mol%, 8 mol% conjugate concentrations, calculated 

in reference to the filler concentration, were selected as a starting set of concentration for 

test. More increments were introduced on the later stages of experiments in case much 

smaller amount of conjugates was needed. Fig.  13 a,c,e shows,  for all filling contents elastic 

modulus increased with the pep-I-PEG addition. Elastic modulus doubles for lower filler 

content: from 800 MPa for unstabilized composites to 1500-1600 MPa for stabilized ones. 

For 30wt% filled composites, elastic modulus increases by 1/3: from 1200 MPa to 1600 MPa. 

In all cases it follows the same trend: the values of elastic modulus increases with the step by 

step increase of conjugate concentration, reaching its maximum at a certain point and then 

dropping down to the level of not stabilized composites. It should be noted that the 

conjugate concentration with maximal values are different depending on the filler content. 3 

mol% conjugate concentration appears as the optimal one for 10 and 15 wt% filler content 

and 0.5 mol% for 30wt% filler content. Higher conjugate concentration is not beneficial for 

the improvement of elastic modulus values for all filler contents. The difference between 

different maximum points for different filler content can be potentially explained as a 

competition between two processes: aggregation of particles and adhesion of conjugates on 

the surface of nanoparticles. With the increasing MgF2 content the tendency to the 

aggregation increases as far as interparticle distances decreases and this process may be 

faster than the adhesion process. After many particles had formed bigger aggregates, 

smaller surfaces were offered for conjugate adhesion. This would lead to a smaller amount 
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of conjugates needed to cover this surface. This idea can be also supported by the fact that 

the values of elastic modulus for higher filled composites (30wt%) are very similar to the 

composites with lower filler content (10-15wt%)and are in the range of 1500 MPa.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.  13. Elastic modulus  and yield strength of  composites containing 10wt% (a, b), 15wt% (c,d) and 
30wt% (e,f) MgF2 filler content with various conjugate concentrations (0.5;1,2;3;6;8 mol%). Both 
properties improve for all filler concentrations and show dependency from conjugate concentration. 

The presence of the maximum values can be explained by the effect of surface 

saturation. After the surface of the particles is covered with the conjugates, they are 
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expected to be protected by PEO. The next conjugates can not adhere and will stay in the 

matrix, which has a negative effect of the mechanical performance.   

Following the trend of elastic modulus, yield strength values increase with addition of 

the conjugate for all fillings contents of MgF2: for 10wt% from 11 MPa to 17 MPa (Fig.  13 b), 

for 15wt% from 11 MPa to 16 MPa (Fig.  13d) , for 30wt% from 12 MPa to 15 MPa (Fig.  13f), 

meaning that the addition of the conjugate leads to the strengthening of the composites. 

Opposite to the elastic modulus trend, stepwise increase of the conjugate concentration 

does not lead to the increase in the yield strength values, the values stay on the same level 

for 10wt% filler, while slightly decreasing for 15wt% and 30wt%.  

The values for yield strength show the efficiency of binding between the filler and the 

matrix.[144] Considering this fact, the increase of yield strength with conjugate addition 

indicates that the inorganic component is becoming more efficiently connected to the 

matrix. Yield strength parameter then could be considered as an indicator for the strength of 

peptide-nanoparticle interaction.  The fact that the yield strength does not depend on the 

conjugate concentration could be expected because different conjugate concentration does 

not change the strength of conjugate – particle interaction and the binding of matrix with 

the filler and its efficiency. Slight decrease of yield strength values indicate that the higher 

the inorganic content, the more difficult is to provide sufficient binding.  

From these experiments optimal concentration of conjugates for further experiments 

was found and 15wt% filler content will be used for next tests.   
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Fig.  14. Elastic modulus for 15wt% MgF2 filled composites with 0.5;1;2;3;5;6 mol% conjugate 
addition. Elastic modulus improves with rising conjugate concentration, while excessive 
concentration (6-8 mol%) does not provide positive effect.    

Initial mechanical properties were evaluated on a set of samples, containing PEO, 

15 wt% MgF2 and a range of compatibilizers pep-I-PEG from 0.5 to 6 mol%. Fig.  14 shows the 

elastic modulus of the composite materials depending on compatibilizer concentration. A 

remarkable increase of the elastic modulus from 720 MPa for a non-stabilized composite, to 
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1450 MPa was evident by using 3 mol% of the compatibilizers. Below 3 mol% conjugate 

insufficient stabilization takes place and upon addition of more than 3 mol% the elastic 

modulus decreases. Considering that the addition of the 15 wt.% of MgF2 to the PEO matrix 

only results in a small elastic modulus change from ~600 MPa (pure PEO) to ~720 MPa, the 

effect of the peptide-PEG compatibilizer is significant. That the changes of elastic modulus 

are statistically significantly different was proven via t-test with different variances 

performed in Excel. This test delivers p-values, it should be below 0.05 if the considered 

values are significantly different. According to the result of this test, changes of elastic 

modulus of composites containing 0.5; 1; 2;3 mol% conjugate in comparison to the 

composites without conjugate are significantly different with p-values 0.004; 0.006; 0.0005; 

2.1*10-6 correspondingly.  

 

Tensile toughness 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.  15. Representative stress-strain curves for 15wt% MgF2 filled composites with 0.5; 1;2;3;5; mol% 

conjugate addition and pure PEO as a reference. Graph indicates increase in tensile toughness for 

certain conjugate concentration (0.5 and 1 mol%) in comparison to unstabilized composites. Tensile 

toughness is calculated as integral area under the stress-strain curve.  
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Table 1. Values for elongation at break and tensile toughness for differently stabilized 15wt% MgF2 

filled composites.  

a. mol% is calculated in relation to n(MgF2) b. Tensile toughness is calculated as an area under the 

stress-strain curve obtained in tensile testing experiments 

Besides the positive effect on the elastic modulus of the composites, addition of 

specific compatibilizers results in a desired increase in tensile toughness. Fig.  15 and Table 1 

show the stress-strain curves of composites with different compatibilizer concentrations and 

indicates a maximum increase of the tensile toughness from 150 MJ/m3 (non-stabilized) to 

190 MJ/m3 in the presence of 1 mol% compatibilizer. The composites evidence higher 

toughness mainly due to higher elongation at break values. Elongation at break could be 

improved from 700% strain without compatibilizer to 1000% strain if 0.5-1 mol% is used. The 

high tensile toughness was evident for composites with 0.5-1 mol% of compatibilizer and 

with higher amounts of conjugate the toughness decreases to values comparable to those 

found for unfilled composites. Addition of 5 mol% of conjugate makes the material extremely 

brittle. The possible reasons and explanations for these observations will be discussed in 

detail in further chapters.  

The simultaneous increase of elastic modulus and tensile toughness in synthetic 

composites is highly desirable but typically not easily achievable with established 

compatibilizers. The addition of conjugate leads to the simultaneous improvement of these 

contradicting properties, emphasizing the effectiveness of the used concept.  

 

3.1.2.3. Comparison of stabilized and non-stabilized composites  

 

Addition of the conjugate pep-I-PEG to the system leads to changes of various 

properties such as elastic modulus and tensile toughness, where elastic modulus almost 

tripled. This outperforms the improvement of elastic modulus, which could be achieved with 

the addition of double amount of inorganic filler. The elastic modulus with 15wt% filling with 

3 mol% of conjugate is higher than with 40wt% filler without compatibilization as shown in 

the (Fig.  16). 

On one hand addition of the filler brings increasing of elastic modulus and strength of 

the composites but on the other hand it reduces the ductility of material and makes it finally 

more brittle. Considering the same example of 40wt% filled composites, stabilized 

Conjugate  concentration  
in mol% a 

Elongation at break 
in % 

Tensile toughness  
in MJ/m3 b 

0 730±200 150±60 

0.5 900±180 165±40 

1 930±160 190±45 

2 790±200 160±70 

3 690±230 150±50 

5 70±40 12±7 
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composites possess not only higher elastic modulus values but show much higher toughness 

in the same time (Fig.  16, table). This comparison emphasizes the advantages of peptide-

polymer conjugates application in composites allowing the simultaneous improvement of 

stiffness and toughness.  

 

Composite Toughness in MJ/m3 

40 wt% MgF2 0.54 

15 wt% MgF2 + 3 mol% con 150 

 

Fig.  16. Comparison of elastic modulus and toughness of stabilized 15wt% MgF2/3mol%  with  non-
stabilized composites 40wt% MgF2: graph indicates comparable values of elastic modulus for 40wt% 
filled non-stabilized composites and 15wt% stabilized composites.   

 

3.1.2.4. Impact of peptide and PEG in conjugate on composite properties 

 

To prove that the improvement of the properties is only possible with specifically 

binding peptide sequences, two reference experiments were performed. In one experiment 

the original sequence will be changed and in another one the peptide-PEG conjugate will be 

replaced by just PEG 3000. Elastic modulus will be monitored as parameter indicating the 

efficiency of alternative compatibilizers.  

In the first experiment, compatibilizer, containing scrambled sequence, was 

investigated. In the scrambled sequence, peptide segment is composed of the same amino 

acids residues but in different order. The scrambled compatibilizer pep-I-PEG* was not 

capable to stabilize MgF2 filler particles and the control composite exhibited an elastic 

modulus compared to non-compatibilized composites (Fig. 17). Removing of conjugate from 
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the system and leaving just PEG also does not improve mechanical performance (Fig.17). This 

highlights the importance of the presence of the compatibilizer at the inorganic surfaces and 

makes it likely that the improved elastic modulus is originating from effects involving the 

interfaces. 

 

Fig.  17. Elastic modulus of 15wt% MgF2 filled composites containing 0.5 mol% of original, modified  

(scrambled) peptide sequence and PEG 3000 instead of peptide. Reference experiments indicating 

the unique ability of peptide–PEG conjugate act a compatibilizer: changing the peptide sequence 

keeping the amino acids the same (scrambled sequence) does not allow to improve elastic modulus, 

PEG 3000 used as a compatibilizer lead to slight increase of elastic modulus. 15 wt% MgF2 filled 

composites used as a reference and pep-PEG and PEG were used in 0.5 mol% concentration.  

 

3.1.2.5. Impact of conjugate on the polymer matrix  in composites 

 

It became clear from the previous experiments that incorporation of particles alone 

into the polymer matrix of PEO increases elastic modulus and strength but reduces 

dramatically toughness. The incorporation of particles together with conjugates allows 

improving elastic modulus, where experimental data shows that only a certain amount of 

conjugate is beneficial and excessive amount has a negative effect. To address this issue, the 

impact on the polymer matrix of the pure conjugate was studied. Tensile testing 

experiments were performed on the composites, containing no inorganic part but different 

amounts of conjugate. The amount of used conjugate was identical with the amount used 

for 15wt% filled composites. These experiment shows that conjugate by itself present in 

unbound form in the matrix significantly changes the properties of the matrix, where the 

influence of the conjugate is becoming more pronounced with the increasing concentration 

(Fig.18). Elastic modulus and yield strength of PEO matrix is increasing with the conjugate 

addition, while toughness is decreasing, which is also expressed in lower elongation at break 

values. This data together suggests that conjugate act a reinforcing agent. The reinforcement 
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would be only possible if the filler is introduced into PEO matrix, which has a much higher 

elastic modulus as matrix itself. It suggest that with higher conjugate concentration one does 

not deal with peptide-polymer conjugates by itself but with some other conjugate-based 

structures, as by introduction of conjugate into the polymer matrix softening would be 

expected. Interestingly to note that 0.5-1 mol% conjugate addition does not significantly 

impact the polymer matrix, causing just minor changes. Severe changes start from 3 mol% 

making the material very brittle. This data allows to address the issue of overstabilization 

and indicates that in case of higher concentration of conjugate (above 3 mol%)  in filled 

composites most probably excess of conjugate is present in the polymer matrix,  making the 

material brittle.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.  18. Changes in the mechanical properties of PEO matrix with the addition of various amounts of 
pure conjugate, evidencing increase in elastic modulus (a) and yield strength (b) with rising conjugate 
amount and decrease in tensile toughness (c) with corresponding lower elongation at break values 
(d).  
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3.1.3. Internal structure of composites 
 

3.1.3.1 Non-stabilized composites 

 

Fig.  19. AFM micrographs (phase micrograph) of composites filled with different amounts of MgF2 
NP (0wt%; 10wt%; 15wt%;20%) showing progression of aggregation of particles with increasing filler 
content.  

Composites with different amount of filler were studied with AFM in order to follow 

the impact of filler on the polymer matrix (Fig.  19). PEO was considered as a reference 

sample and AFM is able to show lamella structure of PEO. AFM reveals formation of 

aggregates, which are increasing in size with increasing filler content. The visible aggregates 

on the micrographs are in submicrometer range and consist of small particles. The higher is 

the filler content, the more particles build aggregates and consequently are less evenly 

distributed. These observations are expected as it is a well-known fact that reinforcing of 

composites with the filler lead to its aggregation, which is especially pronounced for 

nanofiller.  

 

 

3.1.3.2. Stabilized composites 

 

High resolution scanning electron microscopy (HR-SEM) study  

Samples with 15 wt% MgF2 filling and different pep-I-PEG content (1 mol%, 3 mol% 

and 6 mol%)  were investigated in HR-SEM in back-scattered electron (BSE) mode to evaluate 

size and distribution of the particles in the composites depending on conjugate 

concentration. Backscattered electrons were detected in order to distinguish the particles 

from the matrix. In comparison to the secondary electrons, backscattered electrons are 

sensitive to the elemental composition. MgF2 particles will appear as the bright spots in 

comparison to the matrix. Electron microscopy pictures were done on a Jeol LEO 1550 with 

acceleration voltage 9 kEV, which was found as the optimal accelerating voltage for these 

samples. Lower voltage levels did not eject enough backscattered electrons to generate 

sufficient contrast. As a drawback of the quite high voltage level, samples can be quickly 
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damaged during measurement leading to visible cracks in micrographs. The samples were 

sputtered with Pt/Pd before measurement. 

 

Fig. 20. SEM micrographs obtained in BSE mode of the 15 wt% filled composites with  a,b - 0 mol%, 
c,d – 1 mol%, e,f – 3 mol%, g,h – 6 mol% conjugate indicating suppression of particle aggregation  
with stepwise increase of conjugate concentration. Electron microscopy pictures were measured on 
the Jeol LEO 1550 with acceleration voltage 9 keV. 

SEM micrographs reveal the transition in the filler sizes depending on the conjugate 

concentration as represented in the Fig.20. MgF2 particles added to the matrix from the sol 

with the particle size of 5 nm aggregate severally and cause formation of aggregates in the 

µm range visible on SEM micrographs (Fig.20 a,b).  This process is naturally occurring and 

based on the tendency of very small particles with high surface area and high energy to 

reduce it by aggregation.  Each portion of conjugate added to the system reduces the size of 

formed aggregates and µm aggregates disappear moving to submicron and nm particles 

(aggregates)(Fig.20 c-f). Particles in the highly stabilized composites can be only found with 

higher magnification (Fig.20 g,h). This study clearly evidences the size transition but it does 

not provide quantitative information about the sizes of filler in the composites with different 

conjugate concentration. To eliminate this gap particle-size distribution diagrams were 

generated based on the scanning electron microscopy study. To obtain particle-size 

distribution diagrams, the size of randomly selected particles was measured in all samples, 

keeping the number of measures particles the same per sample. The statistics is built on the 

basis of 200 randomly selected particles. The size of the particles was measured with Image J 

program. The procedure of size calculation is described in the experimental section. 

Particle-size distribution diagrams (Fig. 21, Fig.22) povide more detailed information 

about the average sizes of particles in composites with different conjugate concentration. It 

should be noted that this procedure does not consider the particles below 10 - 20 nm due to 

limits in resolution of the measurement method. Composites without addition of conjugate 

have a combination of aggregates in various sizes ranging from µm aggregates to nm 

particles with domination of submicron aggregates of 100-300 nm in sizes. Firstly, addition of 

0.5 mol% conjugate  prevents only the formation of larger aggregates (larger than 3 µm) 

keeping nm and submicron aggregates unchanged. Further addition of conjugate leads to 
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narrower particle-size distribution and in the case of 3 mol% all measured particles are 

smaller than 1 µm. In case of 6 mol%, larger aggregates disappear and around 80% of the 

particles are below 100 nm. These observations evidences that addition of conjugate in the 

systems lead to better stabilization of nanoparticles and a step by step decrease in aggregate 

sizes in a particular range accessible by this technology. One should note that conjugates 

cannot stabilize the particles to the full extent and keep them the same as in the sole.  

 

Fig.  21. Particle-size distribution histograms for 15wt% filled composites with different conjugate 

amount presented in green: 0.5 mol% (a); 1 mol (b); 3mol% (c) ;6 mol% (d). Particle size-distribution 

for composites without conjugate is taken as reference on all graphs and presented in blue. Diagrams 

are based on the results of SEM (BSE) study and consider 200 randomly selected particles.   
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Fig.  22. Particle-size distribution for 15wt MgF2 filled composites, showing the estimation of 
distribution between different size of aggregates (≤100 nm, 100-1000 nm, ≥1000 nm) depending on 
conjugate concentration. 

 

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) study 

 

TEM was also employed to follow the changes of particle/agglomerate sizes in the 

different composites. In comparison to the SEM study, TEM micrographs can provide a 

valuable insight in the form of aggregation and organization of on the nanoscale and allow 

closer look at the particles below 50 nm.  Micrographs are taken in the bright field mode (BF) 

meaning that heavier elements will appear dark, so MgF2 particles will look like dark spots. 

The measurements were taken from the liquid samples. Small amounts of solution prepared 

for casting were taken for TEM measurements and then further diluted. A couple of drops 

were placed on the copper grid and dried.  

TEM micrographs were taken for 15wt% filled composites with 1,3,6 mol% conjugate 

(Fig.  23). The samples without conjugate evidence severe aggregation, particles assembled 

randomly together, forming aggregates of 3-4 µm. TEM study confirm results of SEM 

measurements, evidencing the same dimensions of aggregates.  Already addition of 1 mol% 

conjugate causes significant changes in the aggregation process. Large aggregates above 1 

micron are becoming less densely packed.  Apart that, the portion of large aggregates is 

decreasing that most of observed aggregates in TEM are in the range of 200-600 nm. These 

observations aligning again very well with results obtained out of SEM measurements. 

Further addition of conjugate – 3 mol% - strengthens this phenomenon, causing aggregates 

to become even smaller.  Aggregates above 1 micron are not visible at the TEM micrographs 

any more, what again correlates with SEM results.  The structure of formed aggregates is 

more distinct and constituents are becoming clear. The formed aggregates are built from 

spherical particles around 10 nm in diameter, which are dense packed in higher ordered 
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structures of ca 100 nm in size. The continuous transition in sizes is observed with the step 

by step addition of the conjugate:  starting from large aggregates to subsequently smaller 

aggregates and particles. The TEM study suggests the suppression of aggregation of the 

inorganic MgF2 particles and indicates more effective dispersion of the particles with 

increasing amounts of compatibilizers. 

 

Fig.  23. Representative TEM micrographs measured on 15wt% MgF2 filled composites with 0;1;3;6 
mol% conjugate indicating step by step suppression of aggregation with stepwise addition of 
conjugate visible from changes of aggregate morphology and form.  

It should be noted that suppression of aggregation takes place on the different length 

scales. Most obviously the aggregation is suppressed on the micrometer length scale. With 

rising conjugate concentration, the micrometer large aggregates start to disappear. This 

observation perfectly correlates with the SEM study and obtained particle-size distribution 

diagrams. The aggregation on the submicron and nanoscale is not significantly influenced by 

the conjugate, the aggregates just slightly decrease in size. The changes are visible not only 

in the sizes of particles but also in the form. Aggregates take different shapes depending on 

the conjugate content. Again this effect is more pronounced on the micrometer length scale. 

For unstabilized composites large amounts of particles are bulked together. The more 

conjugate is present in the system the more defined is the shape of the particles and the 
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grainier they are. The bulked aggregates start to become more distinct with a defined 

structure, where the smaller particles held together can be clearly distinguished from each 

other. This effect is especially well observed on the example 1 mol% and 3 mol% stabilized 

composites. 

.At the same time, micrographs evidence that conjugates are not able to suppress 

aggregation completely and keep all the particles as provided initially in  the sol.  Besides 

changes in aggregation, TEM reveals that the smaller particles tend to be aggregated in 

networks (Fig.  24 left) and present in all composites, irrespective of conjugate 

concentration. The nanoparticles are connected with each other and form a network 

structures.  Interestingly, particles below 5 nm were found in the SAXS study, performed by 

Britta Seidt at the Max-Planck Institute of Colloids and Interfaces, and particles in the same 

sizes are visible on the TEM micrographs. (Fig.  24, right)[25, 27, 145]  

 

Fig.  24. TEM micrographs of MgF2 particles single and in a form of a network. 100 nm big aggregate 

is surrounded by a network formed from small particles (left) and separate MgF2 particles in higher 

magnification with the size of ~5 nm (right). TEM micrographs are measured on 15wt% filled 

composites with 0.5 mol% conjugate (left) and with 3 mol% conjugate (right). 

The fact that the aggregation cannot be  completely suppressed by the conjugate can 

be potentially explained by the speed on the interaction processes. The aggregation may be 

faster than the adhesion of peptide to the particles and would logically result in aggregation 

taking place first followed by the adhesion of conjugate to larger particles, which are formed 

in aggregation process.  

Adhesion of conjugate to the surface of particles would lead to the formation of so 

called core-shell structures where a shell will be formed from a conjugate layer. Visualization 

of such morphologies in TEM appeared to be challenging mainly due to the organic nature of 

the layer and possibly its thickness. Nethertheless, all TEM micrographs show that the types 

of formed morphologies are entirely different as without the addition of conjugate. It 

indicates that conjugates adhere to the surfaces of the particles. This adhesion process also 
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cause several different morphologies to arise, most of them on the submicrometer to 

nanometer range.  

One of the most common morphologies present in all stabilized composites, and not 

found in composites without conjugate, are aggregates with a granular structure (Fig.  25). 

They consist of smaller particles (around 10 nm) which are randomly arranged. Small 

constituents of the aggregates can be well distinguished from each other. This kind of 

morphologies could possibly be formed by the particles which are partly coated with 

conjugates, realizing the intermediate stage of aggregation.  

 

Fig.  25. TEM micrograph of aggregate with a granular structure formed from MgF2 particles found in 

15wt% filled stabilized composites.  

To conclude, electron microscopy study of the composites shows that conjugates 

suppress aggregation in the composites preventing formation of bigger micrometer 

aggregates. This effect is more pronounced with increasing concentration of conjugate. The 

suppression leads to more efficient distribution of the particles in the composites.  

 

3.1.3.3. Aggregation of conjugate in composites 

 

Mechanical experiments suggest the presence of rigid structures in the polymer 

matrix with the addition of conjugate (pep-I-PEG). In parallel TEM study of 15wt% filled 

composites with various conjugate concentration reveals rod-like structures in the 

composites, where the number of rods is dramatically increasing with the rising conjugate 

concentration (Fig.  26). Rod-like structures apparently tend to stick to each other and form 

bigger aggregated structures.  

To estimate the size of aggregates, 80 aggregates were selected per sample and 

analyzed with Image J following the procedure described in experimental section. (see 

Fig.52) This estimation is semi-quantitative as TEM sample preparation and drying can cause 
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additional aggregation. Despite the limitations of the applied procedure, the estimation of 

sizes of rod-based aggregates depending on the conjugate concentration still provides 

meaningful results (Fig.  27). With each step of concentration increase, structures formed of 

rods become larger. The aggregates are below 1µm in the range of 0.5-1 mol% conjugate 

content. But after this concentration level, aggregates start to be larger than 1µm. 

 

Fig.  26. Representative TEM micrographs of rod like structures formed as a result of self-assembly of 
conjugates using the example of 15wt% MgF2 composites with 0,5;1;3;6 mol% conjugates (a-d)  Rods 
are assembling in aggregates, which increase in size with raising concentration.  

   

Fig.  27. Size-distribution diagram of aggregate formed from rod-like structures for of 15wt% filled 

composites. The estimation of sizes is based on TEM micrographs and 80 randomly selected 

aggregates. 
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Fig.  28. Representative TEM micrographs of rod like structures measured on the sample containing 
only conjugate in methanol solution in 3 mol% equivalent.   

To clarify the connection between the rod-like structures and conjugate, methanolic 

solution of conjugate was analyzed alone without blending into polymer matrix and absence 

of other constituents. Careful TEM investigation of the samples containing only conjugates 

visualized the formation of anisometric, rod-like objects with 50-80 nm in length and ~10 nm 

in width (Fig.28). The objects appear to be related to self-assembled β-sheet fibrils that have 

been obtained by peptide-guided organization of peptide-PEG conjugates as described 

recently. [146] 

Conjugate with the increase in concentration has a higher probability of interaction 

with themselves then with the inorganic surface.  If this process is favored conjugates are not 

available to fulfill their function in the composites. One should note that the size of rods 

remains and does not depend on the conjugate concentration, the number of rods is 

increasing with rise in concentration leading to larger aggregates. Considering the estimation 

of aggregates sizes and the competition between these two processes, one can conclude 

that starting from 3 mol% on one hand the aggregation of inorganic particles suppressed, but 

on other hand the aggregation of supramolecular structures formed from conjugates start to 

become pronounced and weakens  the materials. 

Analysis of IR spectra obtained from composites with different conjugate concentration 

shows vibrational Amide I band at 1628 and 1690 cm-1, which are characteristic for extended 

cross-β-sheet structures (Fig.  29).[147] The FT-IR spectra of composite materials with 

varying amounts of pep-I-PEG compatibilizer provides evidence that the typical β-sheet 

bands become more pronounced with increasing amounts of the conjugate. This observation 

suggests that conjugates in the material depending on the concentration can undergo the 

self-assembly process and supports the observation done in TEM study.  
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Fig.  29. FT-IR ATR spectra of the composites giving Amide I & II vibrational bands and indicate the 
formation of β-sheet secondary structures. 

 

3.1.4. Crystallization behavior of composites 
 

In the previous chapters the mechanical properties of composites were discussed, 

which are the macroscopic property. To the biggest extend the properties of materials and 

the corresponding values of the measured properties such as elastic modulus and strength 

are predefined through the properties of the matrix, as it represents the biggest part of the 

composite in terms of volume and weight content, although the properties of the matrix can 

be significantly altered by the modifications as filler introduction.  Structural studies 

performed on composites mainly with electron microscopy methods (SEM and TEM) 

provides a good insight into the aggregation processes in the composites, which can explain 

the changes of mechanical properties upon modifications. Scanning electron microscopy 

methods is also a very good tool to follow the changes of morphology of composites, which 

reflects changes in the crystallization process but does not provide details of the crystal  

structure. The organization of crystalline and amorphous parts in the semicrystalline PEO is a 

very important aspect of structural organization and significantly predefines the mechanical 

performance. Therefore analysis of crystal organization in the composites is essential and 

will be covered in this chapter.  

All studies and results mentioned in this chapter were performed in collaboration 

with Britta Seidt from Max-Planck Institute of Colloids and Interfaces. All X-Ray based 

measurements were realized in the Max-Planck Institute. Further analysis of data and its 

correlation with other measurements were realized in cooperative work.   
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3.1.4.1. Crystallinity of non-stabilized composites 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MgF2 amount in wt% Crystallinity in % 

0 (pure PEO) 65.6 

15 63.3 

 

Fig.  30. Schematic representation of crystalline and amorphous domains present in PEO. Table 
shows crystallinity values for PEO and 15 wt% of MgF2 filled composites calculated from  XRD 
measurements. For ease of understanding and visualization, empty space is left between amorphous 
domains.  

Crystallinity is specified as a percentage of the volume of the material that is 

crystalline. By the calculating the crystallinity, relation of crystalline to the amorphous part is 

defined.  

As the first step, crystallinity of polymer and non-stabilized composites is evaluated 

based on the XRD measurements in order to monitor impact of filler on the crystallization 

processes. The crystallinity values of pure PEO and 15wt% MgF2 filled composites are 

presented in the Fig.  30. Pure PEO (Mn = 900 000 g/mol) has crystallinity of 65.6%. This 

value is in alignment with the published values, where for PEO with different molecular 

weight the crystallinity in the range of  60-75% was reported.[148, 149] PEO with the 

molecular weight of 1000 000 g/mol had 60% crystallinity.[150]  

Upon introduction of the filler into the system, as expected, crystallinity changes 

from 65.6% to 63.3%.  Lower crystallinity values could be explained by modified (hindered) 

crystallization processes that crystallites can not be formed in the same way as in the pure 

PEO. In the preparation step of pressing, the dry composites is melted again and then cooled 

down, the polymer chains in the composite have a slightly lower possibility to build a 

crystalline phase in comparison to pure PEO. This can be influenced the presence of 

aggregates, which hinders the formation of crystalline domains. Very similar behavior in 

crystallinity changes was reported for PEO composites filled with hydroxyapatite 

nanoneedls.[151] Increasing the amount of nanofiller in PEO matrix leads to the retardation 

of PEO crystallization and the amount of amorphous phase increases. [152]  
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3.1.4.2.   Crystallinity of stabilized composites 

 

As it was shown in the previous subchapter, with the introduction of an inorganic 

filler into the system crystallinity decreases and now the introduction of conjugate (pep-I-

PEG) is evaluated on the example of 15wt% MgF2 composites. Crystallinity values of 

stabilized composites are presented in the Table 2. Crystallinity changes upon conjugate 

addition and it varies depending on the conjugate concentration. The crystallinity grows 

from 63% for not stabilized 15wt% MgF2 filled composites to 73% for 3 mol% conjugate 

addition and then drops down by the concentration beyond 3mol% to 61%. Crystallinity of 

the composites changes by 10% with conjugate addition and, interestingly, it reduces for 

composites with substantial amount of conjugate (8 mol%) and becomes even smaller than 

for unstabilized composites. These changes would indicate that conjugate in the 

concentrations between 1-3 mol% contributed to the formation of more crystalline domains 

in the PEO, while excessive amounts of conjugate have opposite effect.  

 

Table 2. Changes of crystallinity in 15wt% MgF2 filled composites containing different amount of 
conjugate.  

a. mol% is calculated in relation to n(MgF2) b. The degree of crystallinity was calculated based on X-

Ray diffraction data by comparing the area under the crystalline peaks to the total scattered intensity 

 

It is important to note that the changes in crystallinity exactly follows the trend of 

changes in elastic modulus values. This fact allows us to correlate both these properties of 

the system. It is expected as far stiffer composites show normally higher crystallinity. 

All previous studies on the structure of the composites showed addition of conjugate 

suppresses aggregation producing smaller aggregates. Analysis of crystallinity changes 

supports the changes on the elastic modulus, as far as changes of crystallinity following 

exactly the trend of elastic modulus.  Based on this fact, one can assume that aggregation 

suppression impacts the crystallization processes of composites. This impact can be 

explained by the fact that smaller particles present in the composites will represent smaller 

defects for crystallization processes and crystallite formation is less hindered. This would 

lead to more formed crystalline domains and corresponding higher crystallinity. There are 

Conjugate content in mol% a Crystallinity in % b 

0 63 

0.25 67 

0.50 67 

0.75 66 

1.00 68 

3.00 73 

5.00 66 

8.00 61 
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also reported results in the literature, where increased crystallinity is attributed to better 

distribution and smaller size of the filler, often achieved with coupling agents [153-155]. 

 

3.1.4.3. SEM study of crystallization in composites 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.  31. SEM micrographs of changes in spherulite morphologies formed by crystallization of PEO in 
different composites: PEO pure (left), 15wt% MgF2 filled (middle) and 15wt% MgF2 filled with 1 mol% 
conjugate (right). 

Tracking of the crystallinity changes shows that filler and conjugate introduction into 

the PEO influences the crystallization process.  

Unstrained semicrystalline polymers usually crystallize in a spherulitic manner. 

Spherulits represent point-nucleated semicrystalline entities, which grow in a spherically 

symmetrical form until their boundaries impinge. The spherulites are composed of radiating 

lamellar crystals in which the molecular axis is perpendicular to the growth direction. The 

lamellas are folded-chain crystals.[156] Fig.  31 left represents PEO spherulites formed after 

drying in the hood before hot pressing step.  

The influence of filler and conjugate on the crystallization process of PEO matrix was 

followed also by SEM, where the changes of morphology were analyzed for different 

composites in comparison with pure PEO (Fig.  31). In order to do so, composites were 

investigated after the drying step in solution casting and before the hot pressing step. PEO as 

a semicrystalline polymer typically crystallize in spherulite morphologies. On many SEM 

micrographs MgF2 particles are found in the middle of the spherulites, is suggests that MgF2 

particles act as additional crystallization sites by the crystallization of the PEO. Addition of 

inorganic filler obviously has an impact on the crystallization of PEO. The structure of 

spherulites became less pronounced and some spherulites merged together to form larger 

ones (Fig.  31 middle). Addition of conjugate again alters the spherulite morphology leading 

to smaller spherulites that are better separated from each other (Fig.  31 right). All the 

changes could be explained by aggregation issues. Aggregated particles represent significant 

distortion for the crystallization of PEO in nicely formed spherulites, which could explain loss 

of morphology perfection and merging of spherulites. Suppression of aggregation would 

represent smaller distortion for the spherulites growth, this would restore the morphology 

of spherulites. Other published studies of crystallization of PEO in the presence of inorganic 

filler support our observations and showed that filler destroys the perfection of formed 
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morphologies and suppresses spherulites growth.[157, 158] Introduction of nanofiller 

enhances this process even more, increasing the number of nucleation sites and smaller 

spherulite size, which is confirmed in the other publications. [159, 160]  

 

 

3.1.4.4. Crystallite size of composites 

 

Table 3. Changes of crystallize sizes of PEO depending on the filler amount and conjugate content. 
15wt% MgF2 filled composites are considered with 0-6 mol% of conjugate.   

a. mol% is calculated in relation to n(MgF2) b. Crystallite size was calculated based on (120) PEO 

reflexes from WAXS study 

 

 Introduction of the inorganic phase and conjugate impacts crystallization processes 

of the composites as it was shown on the example of crystallinity changes and formation of 

spherulites. But previous measurements do not reveal what exactly is happening with the 

crystallites in the PEO matrix and how is it connected with the aggregation phenomenon 

described previously. To get insight into this aspect of crystallization processes, changes in 

the crystallite sizes of PEO were followed employing WAXS (Wide Angle X-Ray Scattering). 

The experiments were performed in cooperation with the Department of Biomaterials at the 

Max-Planck Institute of Colloids and Interfaces by Britta Seidt. Details of the experiment and 

analysis procedure as well as obtained values are presented in the Dissertation of Britta 

Seidt. [145] The changes of PEO matrix were monitored during the experiment and, based 

on the (120) reflex of PEO, crystallite size of PEO matrix in different composites were 

calculated (Table 3). The calculation of sizes includes oriented and nonoriented crystallites. 

The size of PEO crystallite in unfilled matrix is 52.3 nm. For PEO with different molecular 

weight and different state (pallet, melt, powder) the crystallites sizes were reported in the 

range 35-55 nm. [161] Addition of filler to the matrix reduces the crystallite site to 46.9 nm. 

At the same time addition of conjugate again allows a significant increase in the size of 

crystallites: from 46.9 to 47.6 nm. Remarkable is also decrease of crystallite size for 6 mol% 

stabilized composites, which is smaller (45.4 nm) then unstabilized (46.9 nm) composites. 

The changes of crystallize sizes can be again referred to size effect. Larger aggregates hinder 

the growth of crystallites, leading to a decrease in crystallize sizes of unstabilized 

Conjugate content 
 in mol% a 

Crystallite size  
in nm b 

PEO 52.3±1.3 

0(15wt% MgF2) 46.9±1.2 

0.5 46.8±1.8 

1 45.7±1.3 

2 47.6±1.9 

3 47.3±0.2 

6 45.4±1.1 
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composites. Smaller aggregates represent less distortion for growth of crystallites, which 

lead to a bit larger crystallites after addition of conjugate. Observed changes are consistent 

with the published literature. [151]  

 

3.1.4.5. Changes of crystallites sizes during tensile testing  

 

Table 4. Crystallite sizes of PEO in nm at 0 and 8% of strain measured for PEO and 15wt% filled 
stabilized and unstabilized composites. 

 a. mol% is calculated in relation to n(MgF2). Crystallite size calculated based on (120) PEO reflexes 

from WAXS study taking into account oriented and non-oriented crystallites 
 

After evaluation of overall crystallite sizes, the change of crystallite sizes were studied 

at the different stages of deformation. This was realized in in-situ tensile testing experiments 

combined with WAXS were performed on the samples with different composition. These 

experiments were performed by Britta Seidt (Max-Planck Institute of Colloids and 

Interfaces), where analysis of the data was also done. Further analysis of the data and 

establishing the connection with other experiments was realized in a collaborative work. 

Experiments were done in a specially developed set-up, where X-Ray signal could be 

measured at the different steps of tensile testing experiment. One of the limitations of the 

set-up was that composites could be not stretched until the breaking point due to limitation 

of moving distance in tensile stage. This allowed to analyze only the first part of the stress-

strain curve and corresponding properties. In the Table 4 and 5 the changes of crystallite size 

are represented after 8% of strain for various composites. Overall the crystallite sizes 

decrease with increasing strain, although the decrease in crystallite sizes is dependent on 

the composition. Decrease in crystallize size for pure PEO matrix is much slower in 

comparison to  filled composites: for PEO crystallize sizes decreases from 52 to 41 while in 

the same time for 15wt% filled composites the changes go from 46 to 26 nm. Addition of 

conjugate also shows influences on the crystallite size change, making the decrease slower: 

the 3 mol% conjugate addition reduces crystallites from 47 to 34 nm, while without 

conjugate it goes from 46 to 26 nm. All described changes suggest that addition of filler and 

conjugate impacts the deformation mechanisms in composites and it expresses in sizes of 

crystallites. Also different changes introduced by filler and conjugate separately can be 

monitored and more precisely expressed by calculation the percentage of change in size in 

relation to original size for different composites, which is represented in the Table 5. 

Changes in sizes expressed in % from original size immediately indicates that addition of the 

Strain 
in % 

PEO 0mol% 0.5 mol% a 1 mol% 2 mol% 3 mol% 6 mol% 

0 52 46 46 45 47 47 45 

8 41 26 27 29 33 34 29 
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filler to the system doubles the speeds of crystallize change: 43.9% for filled composites and 

21.4% fore pure PEO matrix. Further introduction of the conjugate slows down the speed 

from 43.9 to 26.6% for 3 mol% stabilized composites. Graphical representation of the speed 

of change for crystallize size (Fig.  32) clearly indicates that inorganic filler significantly 

increases the rate of reduction in sizes, while each step of conjugate addition slows the rate 

of crystallite size reduction. This process takes place up to 3 mol% and then again the rate 

increases and decreasing in sizes in speeded up in comparison to 3 mol%.  

Table 5. Changes of crystallite sizes of PEO and 15wt% MgF2 filled composites by 8% strain expressed 
in % of original size. 

  
a. mol% is calculated in relation to n(MgF2). 

 

Fig.  32. Graphic representation of dependencies between changes of crystallite sizes and elastic 
modulus measured on 15wt% composites. (a) speed of crystallite size change in % in composites 
depending on conjugate content; (b) graphical representation of slowing down rate of crystallite size 
change depending on the conjugate concentration (b) and corresponding changes of elastic modulus 
(c).  

Strain in 
% 

PEO 0mol% 0.5 mol% a 1 mol% 2 mol% 3 mol% 6 mol% 

0-8% 21.4 43.9 42.3 36.3 30.4 26.6 34.3 
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Fig.  32 represents the impact of conjugate on the system, it takes into account the 

changes in rate expressed in % depending on the conjugate amount, where the changes for 

unstabilized composites considered as a value for comparison. Interestingly the represented 

changes exactly correlates with the changes of elastic modulus. Knowing that the changes of 

elastic modulus are originating from aggregation suppression therefore the crystallize size 

changes can be explained by that too. Bigger aggregates seem to speed up the damage of 

crystallites representing bigger distortion points, while decreasing aggregate sizes with 

addition of conjugates seem to slow down damage of crystallites.  

Due to need to complicated set-up and limited availability of synchrotron sources, 

the number of performed in situ tensile testing and WAXS studies are very limited. The 

existing studies concentrated mainly on the study of commonly used polymers and relatively 

new field of nanocomposites has not come into focus yet. To our knowledge, there are no 

publications avaliable, where nanocomposites, containing compatibilizers, were studied with 

this combination of methods, and hence very few information available in this field. 

 

3.1.4.6. Deformation mechanism at early stages 

 

The deformation mechanisms of semicrystalline polymers have been studied for a 

long time. For most widely used polymer - polyethylene (PE) the following steps in the 

mechanism were proposed: mechanism starts from moving of lamellas apart with strain 

accommodated mostly by amorphous phase, then chains get extended and slip initiated in 

the crystalline lamella, where blocks are pulled out of lamella. [162] Later studies involving 

more advanced combination of methods (in-situ Raman and WAXS) confirmed  that at the 

early stages of stretching, it is just chains of the amorphous interlamellar layers which 

undergo deformation. It involves disentanglement, extension and alignment of tie molecules 

between two adjacent crystalline lamellae. In the plastic domain, the crystalline chains begin 

to orient towards the tensile axis. Beyond the yield point, amorphous phase cannot 

accommodate any more the deformation and this is crystals which are affected in turn. 

Blocks of crystals in equatorial position, attached by tie molecules in extension, are break up 

into smaller folded chains blocks.[163] Based on this consideration the simplified mechanism 

is proposed for the composites with conjugate with schematic representation in the (Fig.  

32) reflecting mainly the impact of conjugate onto the system. There could be two 

approaches to consider the system - one would consider polymer matrix and particles 

together with conjugate as inclusion. Results of in-situ-WAXS and tensile testing suggest that 

the particles and particularly conjugate acts as a stabilizer of the amorphous phase in 

comparison to the net polymer. [145] The second way of consideration focuses mainly on 

the role of conjugate on the system and filled polymer without conjugate is considered as a 

reference for comparison, which represented in the Fig.33. Introduction of the filler to the 

polymer brings aggregates into the system, which most probably are located in the 

amorphous phase. As discussed previously, bigger aggregates would represent distortion 

points for the amorphous part of the polymer and restricting their movement. This finally 
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will lead to stress transfer to the crystalline regions and crystalline lamellas will undergo 

deformation, which expresses in the decrease of crystallite sizes. Decrease of crystallite sizes 

may be realized through pulling of more blocks from lamella. Smaller aggregates as of result 

of aggregation suppression would represent smaller defects and less blocks are pulled out of 

crystallites, which is again visible in increase of crystallite sizes in comparison to unstabilized 

composites.  So each step of conjugate addition lead to the fact that less and less blocks are 

pulled out. The conclusion would be that conjugate addition and size effect lead to the 

retardation of damage of crystalline domains, which expresses in the slowed down decrease 

crystallite sizes.  
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Fig. 33. Schematic representation of deformation mechanisms of PEO (a) and 15wt% MgF2 filled 

stabilized and unstabilized composites showing impact of filler and conjugate on it:  filler alone 

present in the polymer leads to faster deformation of crystalline domains in comparison to neat 

polymer (b), while filler in combination with the conjugate slower down the process in comparison to 

sample without conjugate(c). Empty space between amorphous domains is left for clarity purposes.  
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3.1.5. Summary 
 

3.1.5.1. Stiffness and toughness of composites  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 34. Analysis of MgF2/peptide-PEG/PEO composites with 15 wt% MgF2 filler and different 
compatibilizer concentrations. a) elastic moduli and b) stress–strain curves showing the tensile 
toughness (integral area below the curves) and elongation at break.  

The simultaneous increase of elastic modulus and tensile toughness in synthetic 

composites is highly desirable but typically not easily achievable with established 

compatibilizers. The difficulty arises from the fact that elastic modulus and toughness are 

mutually exclusive properties. Here, we have shown that the application of peptide-polymer 

conjugates (pep-I-PEG)  as compatibilizer improves these properties at the same time i.e. 

higher elastic modulus and higher tensile toughness (Fig. 34).  
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3.1.5.2. Size effect and its impact on the mechanical properties of 

composites 

Fig. 35. Representative TEM micrographs from microscopy analysis of MgF2 particle dispersion in 15 

wt% filled composites depending on the compatibilizer concentrations (a) 0 mol%, b) 1 mol%, and c) 

3 mol%) and d) particle-size distribution histogram based on image analysis of SEM-BSE micrographs. 

Electron microscopy studies (SEM and TEM) performed on the composites proved 

that aggregation of particles is suppressed by the addition of the conjugate (pep-I-PEG) (Fig. 

35). Both microscopy methods show analogous changes in the composite structures. For 

instance, TEM micrographs show that the aggregation of the inorganic MgF2 particles was 

suppressed. In another words, by increasing the amount of the compatibilizer, the particles 

are being more efficiently dispersed. A quantitative analysis of the particle-size distribution 

was obtained from SEM in back-scattered electron mode. The particle-size histogram 

provides evidence that stepwise increase of conjugate concentration leads to a reduction in 

the average aggregate sizes. This transition in size of aggregates/particles will be called size 

effect.  
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Fig. 36. Graphical representation of connection between changes of elastic modulus in 15wt% MgF2 

filled composites and aggregation. a. Elastic modulus of composites with various conjugate 

concentration, aggregate-size distribution diagrams for particles (b) and rod like structures (d) 

depending on conjugate concentration c. schematic representation of aggregation behavior for 

particles and rod-like structures. Conjugate suppresses aggregation of particles leading to elastic 

modulus increase, while aggregation in conjugates due to peptide-peptide interaction lowers the 

elastic modulus.  

 

The obvious transition in average sizes of particle aggregates from dominantly large 

sizes of >1000 μm to the smaller particles of <100 nm called as size effect can be correlated 

with the changes in the elastic modulus of the composites. While the aggregates size is 

decreasing, elastic modulus is increasing (Fig.  36 a,b,c). A reduction of aggregation lead to 

smaller aggregates and better dispersion of particles, which represents smaller distortions of 

the polymer matrix. In parallel to aggregation suppression, TEM studies evidence 

aggregation phenomenon expressed in the formation of rod-like structures. Formation of 

these structures is probably caused by the conjugate itself. The inverse effect was found in 

terms of sizes of aggregates in comparison to particles sizes. Estimation of aggregates sizes 

formed from rod-like structures clearly evidences that aggregates increase in size with the 

increasing conjugate concentration, overcoming the micrometer boarder for 6 mol% 

conjugate concentration (Fig.36 d). 
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The presence of maxima for the elastic modulus for 3 mol% and abrupt decrease for 

6 mol% conjugate could be potentially explained through aggregation processes of particles 

and peptide-polymer conjugates themselves. With increasing conjugate concentration 

aggregation size of aggregated particles decreases, while aggregate size made of rods 

increases (Fig. 36 c). Decrease in size of aggregates from particles allows improving elastic 

modulus, but probably at the certain point aggregates made from rods reach the initial size 

of particle aggregates and let elastic modulus values decrease again. One should also note 

that size effect is obviously one of the effects leading to the changes of elastic modulus. 

Improvement in the distribution of the particles coexisting with the size effect could be an 

even more significant factor, contributing to the changes in the elastic modulus, but the 

quantification of this parameter for the system is challenging.  

Published studies, addressing the question of size effect on the elastic modulus, show 

that elastic modulus is insensitive to the changes of the particles sizes as far filler element 

varies in micron range.[144, 164] [165] The situation changes when, instead of micrometer 

sized particles, nanoparticles are used. Elastic modulus becomes sensitive to it and increases 

with decreasing size of particles. [166] [167] Literature study also suggests that generally 

interfacial adhesion, which would change in the composites by mean of conjugate, does not 

affect the changes of elastic modulus by itself, which was shown previously by variation of 

different coupling agents in the particulate composites.[168] This can be explained by the 

simple fact that elastic modulus is measured at relatively low deformation, where no 

significant phase separation takes place. 

Incorporating particles into the system restricts mobility of polymer matrix and 

introduces a mechanical restrain. The restriction of polymer diffusion is based on the 

interaction of polymers with the introduced particles. The degree of the restriction will 

depend on the property of the filler and the matrix. The interaction of polymer with the 

particles creates an addition phase in the material- called interphase. The effect of interfacial 

phase makes its contribution to the enchantment of composite modulus, where for 

particulate filled composites with the size of the filler above 1 µm, this contribution can be 

considered as negligible. This assumption based on the relation between the interface size to 

the total volume. The size of formed interface is around 1 nm, which does not considerably 

contribute to the properties compared to the total volume. Switching from the 

microcomposites to nanocomsposites introduces changes in the accepted models and the 

contribution of interface between the polymer and particles can no longer be neglected. 

Introduced nanoparticles will offer much higher surface areas for the interaction with the 

polymers compared to micron particles. Even considering the interface in the same size 

range, the relation between the total volume of interface to the total volume will f 

composite change dramatically. Also the interface thickness may be comparable to the 

particle size, which significantly affect elastic properties.[169] Some studies tried to 

incorporate the role of interface into predictive models for elastic modulus and to correlate 

it with experimental results. [170] These studies based on particle-interface-matrix  unit, 

found that the smaller the size of hard particles, the better the mechanical 

enhancement.[171] Additionally, studies,  aiming to evaluate effect of particle size combined 
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with modification of interface by grafting, confirmed improvement of modulus values thank 

to nanofiller and the better distribution.[172] 

 

 
Fig. 37. Graphical representation of size effect impact on the toughness change.  a. stress–strain 
curves showing the tensile toughness (integral area below the curves) and elongation at break with 
the area between 400-800% for the effective stiffness calculation – slope of the curve for 15wt% 
filled composites b. Values for the effective stiffness calculated for composites depending on the 
conjugate concentration c. IR spectra of composites  indicating formation of β-sheet-like structures  
d. Schematic representation of the possible deformation of crystalline phase by 400% strain and 
reinforcement of amorphous phase by the particles.  

The reasons for the toughness changes found in the composites and underlying 

mechanisms are not straightforward and remain unrevealed due to limitations of accessible 

methods. But based on the obtained results some hypothesis is provided, which can be a 

potential explanation for toughness changes.  

The potential explanation for observed changes of toughness could be size effect – 

suppression of aggregation and changes in the aggregate sizes with increased conjugate 

concentration. Careful comparison of the stress-strain curves obtained on 15wt% MgF2 filled 

composites in dependence of the conjugate concentration points to one important aspect: 

composites with improved toughness show no difference in elongation at break values but 

have different slopes in the stress-strain curves. Higher slope of the curve leading to an 

increase the area under the stress-strain curve leads automatically to higher tensile 

toughness values (Fig.  37 a). The slope on the defined region is called effective stiffness and 

these values calculated for different composites are presented in the Fig.  37 b.  400-800% 

strain region was selected in a way that all composites can be included into consideration. 
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Analysis of the slopes clearly indicates that composites with 0.5-1 mol% conjugate have 

more steep slopes and higher values of toughness correspondingly. The necessity to apply a 

higher force for the deformation, which finds its expression in the effective stiffness, could 

also be potentially explained again by the presence of the reinforcement of the amorphous 

phase by smaller particles. How the particles and changes of their sizes can impact the 

elastic modulus was discussed in the previous chapters. In the early stages of deformation, 

where deformation of reinforced amorphous phase took place, it expressed in the increase 

of elastic modulus values. Further deformation would impact the crystalline regions of the 

polymer matrix requiring the higher forces and leading to the yield strength peaks. A 

subsequent cold drawing region would deform the crystalline and amorphous parts. The 

presence of the particles and their sizes could again have an impact on the non-crystalline 

domains in cold drawing regio leading again to the sort of reinforcement that leads to the 

increase of toughness (Fig.  37 d). This hypothesis could be a potential explanation for the 

changes of toughness and the fact that both properties changes simultaneously.  

Following this hypothesis toughness and elastic modulus should increase with the 

rising conjugate concentration, as it decreases size of particle aggregates. But experimental 

values show that elastic modulus and toughness decrease after a certain conjugate 

concentration. The explanation for this effect especially for decrease of toughness can be 

hidden in the formation of rod-like structures. IR spectra indicate formation of β-sheet 

structures starting from 3 mol%, while showing random structures for 0.5-1 mol% conjugate 

content (Fig.  37 c). These observations can be eventually correlated with the data presented 

in aggregate-size distribution diagrams, where aggregates above 1 µm start to appear from 3 

mol%. These correlations could be an indication that aggregates large then 1 µm of these 

structures give rise to β-sheet like structures in IR spectra. Surprisingly, improvement in 

toughness was observed for composites only for 0.5 and 1 mol% and decreasing starting 

from 3 mol% (Fig. 37 a). Drawing these parallels leads one to assume that aggregation of 

rods prominent for certain conjugate concentration impacts negatively the toughness. 

Aggregation of rods large then 1 µm would represents as aggregation of particles additional 

weak point in the polymer matrix, leading to fact that elastic modulus and toughness 

decrease. This assumption could be potentially correlated to the tendency of conjugate to 

interact with themselfs by rising concentration. In this case conjugate would be primarily 

consumed for this interaction and not available for the interface interaction, although one 

should note that this phenomenon was not investigated in a great detail within this thesis. 

Comparison with the existing literature allows us to conclude that such phenomenon 

of toughness improvement through particle addition and their size variation in the 

nanorange for ductile matrices was very rarely described. This again emphasizes the novelty 

of the concept and opportunities hidden in biomaterials and their structural principles. This 

could be explained by the fact that only in the last years the nanoeffects came into focus of 

researches and nanocomposites are still not well understood. However, as proven with 

many examples, for ductile matrices, particulate fillers increase brittleness of composites if 

there is no or very weak interfacial adhesion, while in brittle matrices the reverse effect is 

observed and the brittleness is reduced. [144] Although there are no rigorous studies 
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available on the size effects and toughness, there are some studies presented below 

available, where comparable connectives were pointed out. The modification of 

polypropylene with calcium carbonate particles lead to toughness improvement, but it was 

dependent on the particle size, where 50 nm particles were more efficient then micron ones. 

[173] Toughness improvement for semi-crystalline polymer blends was achieved again 

through calcium carbonate particles of different sizes, although the dependency the 

toughness from particle size was evaluated mainly for micron or submicron particles. 

Authors concluded that toughness has its source in the plastic extensibility of the matrix 

material in the interparticle ligaments. [174] 

 

One should point out that changes of toughness are complex and several toughening 

mechanisms may act simultaneously. Apart from the possible impact of size effect and 

reinforcement of the amorphous phase, the modification of the interface may significantly 

contribute to the toughness increase, improving connectivity between the inorganic and 

organic phases. This phenomenon is well known and was discussed in the literate review, 

although most known compatibilizer lead to improved toughness but have either little or 

negative impacts on the elastic modulus.  
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3.2.  Bioinspired interfaces in composites 
 

All results discussed in the previous chapters prove a significant impact of the 

conjugate on the composite material. All the studies are based on one peptide sequence 

GTQYYAYSTTQKS-PEG though, which was selected out of initial experiments as the most 

efficiently binding sequence.  The principle of the surface recognition by peptides and the 

proposed method of selection of those sequences- phage display- will all the time deliver a 

set of well binding sequences. This fact creates the necessity to find out the parameters and 

methods to select the most appropriate candidates among the sequences obtained in the 

phage display read-out. In addition to the selection of the most appropriate sequences, the 

obvious question arises, if will all the sequences deliver a similar performance and if not 

what would be the difference between them and the reasons behind it. All these aspects are 

covered in this chapter.  

 

3.2.1.   Variation of peptide sequences in conjugates 

 

Table 6. Peptide sequences represented with single letter code and abbreviation of the sequence 
selected from phage display screening as selective binder for MgF2 particles 

 

The biopanning on MgF2 nanoparticles (NPs) delivered seven different 12mer peptides 

(Table 6). All obtained sequences are different in their nature and contain quite a broad 

range of amino acids residues. This situation required to find the method to select the most 

appropriate candidate out of the set. The selection was based on washing-elution 

experiments, performed to identify the most suitable candidate, which is able to strongly 

adsorb to the NP surface. [24] These experiments include several steps. At first, fluorescent 

tag marked peptides are incubated first with particles, where peptides have time to adsorb 

on the surface and concentration of peptide is measured with fluorescence spectroscopy. 

After that several washing experiments are performed and fluorescence intensity is 

measured in the left solution. This allows defining the amount of peptide left in the solution 

and correspondingly calculating the amount of peptides adsorbed at the particles. This test 

Abbreviation Sequence in single letter code 

Pep-I GTQYYAYSTTQKS 

Pep-II GMIVDHLPIQVNT 

Pep-III GEYDYACGVVGYE 

Pep-IV GTQAIRVHTISSQ 

Pep-V GSYPKASLALLAP 

Pep-VI GGLNQVLRIPSPI 

Pep-VII GSPKHNLDMVKMM 
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revealed the pep-I-PEG as the promising candidate.[24] However, diversity of the obtained 

sequences brings a rather broad range of polarity within the different sequences. This makes 

peptide solubility and tendency to self-aggregate to very important parameters that have to 

be considered as they change behavior of peptides and conjugates. They may impact the 

availability and efficiency of compatibilizers at the internal material interfaces.  

 

3.2.2.          Solubility and aggregation behavior of conjugates 

 

Solubility of peptides can be estimated by employing predictive tools that rely on 

increment system analysis (Fig.  38). Hydrophilicity values according to Hopp and Woods et 

all offer the first indications for solubility estimation (Fig. 38, Tab.I).[175] According to the 

prediction tool, among considered peptide sequences the majority evidences poor solubility 

with only exception of pep-VII-PEG, being well soluble. The sequences with negative 

hydrophilicity values differ only slightly from each other thoug, enabling no reliable sorting 

of the peptides. To be able to differentiate among them, analysis of amino acid composition 

was included (Fig.  38, Tab.II).  

Fig. 38. Representation of set of peptide sequences identified for MgF2 NP as strong binders and 
selecting procedure to find sequences with a different solubility and aggregation behavior. Left tables 
represents amino acid sequence, corresponding solubility and hydrophilicity value calculated by 
Hopp and Woods, where sequences are grouped and identified as “+” with positive value and “-“ for  
negative ones. Second table analyses percentage of hydrophobic (after Hopp and Woods), charged 
and residues capable to form hydrogen bonding network in comparison to total amount of residues 
(13). Through analysis 3 sequences were identified for further investigation: with good solubility – 
green, with poor solubility – yellow. The amino acids residues were considered as following: 
E,D,R,K,H – charged amino acids; S,T;E,D,K,R,H,N,Q,Y - amino acids capable of forming extensive 
intermolecular hydrogen bonding, V, I, L, F,  M, C, A, G – hydrophobic amino acids. Picture was 
adapted from reference [176] 
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The prediction for solubility of peptides is based on its polarity and can be estimated 

based on the presence and percentage of certain amino acids group, which makes peptides 

more or less soluble. Higher percentage of amino acids with non—polar (hydrophobic) side 

chains will contribute dramatically and lowers the solubility of peptide.[177] Mostly of all 

considered peptides have higher abundance of hydrophobic residues, which explains low 

solubility of most considered sequences. Pep-VI offers with 62% the highest percentage of 

hydrophobic residues. In the opposite to the hydrophobic residues presence of charged 

residues improve solubility of the whole peptide. Most of the considered peptides show also 

low abundance of charged residues. A combination, where peptides contain mostly 

hydrophobic residues and small portion of charged residues, would explain why most of 

peptides have low solubility. Conclusively, the highest percentage of charged residues with 

31% evidenced by pep-VII contributes significantly to its good water solubility. The amino 

acid analysis revealed further for pep-I, with 85% the highest amount of residues capable to 

establish H-bonding, this leads to the formation of hydrogels, which was experimentally 

observed. Taking into account bespoke aspects pep-I and pep-VI will be taken into account 

for further studies as representatives with low solubility and high aggregation tendency, 

respectively. Pep-VII differs from other sequences and shows good water solubility and will 

be further considered as an example of well soluble peptide. Thus the other peptide 

sequences show intermediate values and considering simplicity of the predictions only the 

candidates with extreme values have been further investigated.  

 

3.2.2.1. Circular Dichroism (CD) spectroscopy study 

 

Application of prediction tools allows to cluster the sequences in well and poorly 

soluble and to select the sequences for the further investigation out of each group. 

Characterization of secondary structures is needed in order to explain the aggregation issues 

of peptides. Only conjugates will be considered without any addition of inorganic 

component. 

The conjugates with different peptide sequences were investigated with Circular 

Dichroism (CD) spectroscopy in order to check the secondary structures (Fig.  39). The 

measurements were performed for 1mg/ml concentration in water in the region from 190 to 

260 nm. CD spectroscopy measurements evidenced for all three conjugates negative cotton 

effects at about 198-200 nm typical for a statistical chain-segment conformation (random 

coils) although showing some variations. They provide no evidence of β-sheet formation as a 

distinct motif found in self-assembling peptides. The major differences correspond to the 

position of the CD peak and their intensities. Conjugate pep-VII-PEG shows the most 

intensive CD signal, while conjugates pep-I-PEG and pep-VI-PEG show two times weaker 

signal. Interestingly all conjugates evidence slightly different position of the peak minimum, 

where pep-VI-PEG is slightly shifted to the right and pep-I-PEG to the left relatively to pep-
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VII-PEG. This behavior of CD signal can be related to the aggregation issues. It is known that 

CD signal loses its intensity when aggregation takes place, and the position of negative 

maxima depend on the side chain and zwitterion-cation equilibrium and may vary slightly. 

[178][179]  Also for peptides undergoing self-aggregation, CD signal shifts to the higher 

wavelength by aggregation. [180, 181] [181] To sum up all observations and reports from the 

literature, one can conclude that based on the position and intensity of the peak, pep-VII-

PEG processes lower tendency to aggregation among studied conjugates, while other 

conjugates tend to self-aggregate even with very low concentration.   

 Fig. 39. CD spectra of conjugates: pep-I, VI&VII-PEG measured in water. Spectra evidence random 
coil structures for all considered conjugates.  

 

3.2.2.2. Diffusion Ordered Spectroscopy (DOSY) 

 

Diffusion Ordered Spectroscopy (DOSY) was used to characterize aggregation 

behavior of conjugates in the solution. This method is able to determine the diffusion 

coefficient D of supramolecular aggregates as described by the Stokes–Einstein equation 

(see experimental section). This diffusion coefficient is inversely related to the radius of the 

diffusing species, and one might expect that larger molecules or complexes will tend to 

exhibit smaller diffusion coefficients. This method was used to find out the differences 

between aggregation behavior of conjugates but not as a method to identify the size of 

aggregates. 2 mg of each conjugate were dissolved in methanol d3 and DOSY experiments 

were measured The obtained diffusion coefficients for all the studied conjugates can be 

found in the Table 7. The measured values shows difference in aggregation behavior of 

conjugates, diffusion coefficients change from 2.91×10-10 to 2.2×10-10 and 1.72×10-10 m2/s for 

pep-VII-, pep-VI and pep-I-PEG correspondingly. According to Stockes-Einstein equation, 

diffusion coefficient is inversely proportional to the radius of measured species. This would 

mean that pep-VII-PEG would build the smallest aggregates and pep-I-PEG the biggest ones 

in terms of size among considered conjugates.  It goes in line with the solubility predictions, 
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where pep-VII-PEG shows good solubility. The measured values for diffusion coefficient 

would correspond to the conjugates in the range of 5-10 nm. Taking into account previous 

measurements and mechanical experiments, it is getting clear that with increasing conjugate 

concentration aggregation increases. It would mean that depending on the conjugate 

concentration taken for a specific measurement, aggregation will be pronounced to a 

different extent. Due to that, DOSY was not used for the aggregate size calculation but 

rather identification differences between conjugates. The calculated sizes of conjugates 

would be correct only for measured concentration.  Also these observations and reported 

vales are comparable with values mentioned previously. [182]  

Table 7. Diffusion coefficient for pep-I, VI&VII-PEG determined out of the DOSY spectra.  

 

 

3.2.3.  Interaction of conjugate with nanoparticles 
 

Previous sections focused on the solubility and aggregation aspect of peptide 

sequences, where only pep-PEG conjugates were considered without involvement of other 

components. This chapter will describe the impact of aggregation and different solubility on 

the interaction of conjugates with the nanoparticles in the solution. To address this topic, 

NMR titration experiments will be performed, which allowed following the changes 

occurring with conjugates upon NP addition by monitoring changes in NMR spectra.  

NMR-titration experiments provide insights into effective stabilizer fraction and thus 

reveal indirectly availability of the stabilizer to act at the particle interface. To 1 mmol 

solutions of conjugates (pep-I-PEG, pep-VI-PEG & pep-VII-PEG) in CD3OH (methanol d3) 

successive MgF2 sols were titrated in 10 µL (2 µmol MgF2) steps to monitor changes in 1H 

NMR spectra of the peptide segments. After each addition of conjugate, 1H NMR spectra was 

recorded to be able to monitor the spectra. The amount of particles, which ca be titrated, 

was evaluated based on two factors: broadening of the spectra to such extend that the 

signals disappear and possibility to perform shimming for the measurements. Above a 

certain amount, the system became so inhomogeneous that shimming became impossible. It 

is worth to note that these experiments are not intended to evaluate the residue involved in 

the interaction due to the dilution effect causing shifts in NMR spectra.  

 

 

 

 

 

Sequence D in *10-10 m2/s 

Pep-I-PEG 1.72 

Pep-VI-PEG 2.20 

Pep-VII-PEG 2.91 
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Table 8. Amount of MgF2 particles from methanolic sol in µl possible to titrate  to the methanolic 

solution (d3) of pep-I-PEG, pep-VI-PEG and pep-VII-PEG.  

 

As a result of conjugate-particle interaction NMR signals broaden. Ultimately, the 

characteristic peptide resonances nearly vanish at a critical particle concentration. 

Interestingly, to the different conjugates different amounts of MgF2 sols could be added, 

indicating different effectivity/availability of stabilizers (Table 8). Conjugate pep-VI-PEG with 

low solubility accommodated 40 µL of particle sol, while conjugate pep-VII-PEG with higher 

solubility can stabilize with 90 µL more than double of the amount. The fact that conjugates 

can accommodate different amounts of MgF2 sols appears to be straightforward correlated 

with the aggregation issues. Conjugates with higher tendency to form colloidal aggregates 

with each other are apparently less available to interact and stabilize inorganic particle 

surfaces. This situation leads to the situation where more and more particles with further 

titrations are present in the system leading to higher inhomogeneity of the whole system 

and experimental problems. Based on the analysis of titrated amounts, we can conclude that 

from studied sequences pep-VII-PEG shows higher availability for interaction with 

nanoparticles, which means that pep-VII-PEG is less prone to interact with each other. 

Behavior of the conjugates differ not only in term of how much particles can be 

accommodated but also which amount of NP causes shifts in NMR resonances.  For pep-I-

PEG, even 5 µL of particles cause strong broadening of the spectra and vanishing of some 

signals, where further addition does not impact significantly the spectra (Fig.  40). It might be 

potentially explained by the aggregation of conjugate before they come to the contact with 

NP. Especially for the pep-I-PEG, the very broad resonances and overall quality of NMR 

spectra indicate that pep-I-PEG aggregates and eventually only the small amount is available 

for the interaction at the nanoparticle surface.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sequence Titrated amount of nanoparticles 

Pep-I-PEG 60 µL 

Pep-VI-PEG 40 µL 

Pep-VII-PEG 90 µL 
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Fig.  40. 1H NMR spectra (NH and aromatic region) of pep-I-PEG representing titration serie of  MgF2 

NP in the sol form added to the conjugate in 10µl (2 µmol MgF2)and corresponding changes in the 

spectra. NMR spectra shows broadening and vanishing of the signals in the presented region. 

 

Quite different is the behavior of pep-VI & VII-PEG. The same 5 µl does not cause 

extreme broadening for conjugate pep-VI & VII-PEG (Fig.  41). In the case of pep-VII-PEG 

signals broaden and partially vanish with each titration consequently up to 20 µl. For pep-VI-

PEG, 10 µL are required to cause strong line broadening. Again pep-VI-PEG show quite broad 

signals in NMR spectra suggesting aggregation in the solution. But potentially this 

aggregation is less prominent as for pep-I-PEG and this conjugate is more available for the 

interaction with NP. In contrast, pep-VII-PEG shows very clear NMR signals suggesting that 

aggregation is not that prominent for this sequence ensuring higher availability for NP. Also 

observed changes might be impacted by different speed of interaction with NP, although this 

issue was not explored in detail in this study.  
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Fig.  41. 1H NMR spectra (NH and aromatic region) of pep-VI-PEG (upper picture) and pep-VII-PEG 

representing titration serie of  MgF2 NP in the sol form added to the conjugate in 10µl (2 µmol MgF2) 

and corresponding changes in the spectra. 
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3.2.4. Impact of peptide sequence on mechanical properties of 

composites  
 

 Studies based on the predictive tools and analysis of secondary structures of 

conjugates and interaction of conjugates with nanoparticles together suggest that 

considered sequences have different affinity to aggregation. Ultimately, the hypothesis 

should be tested if the self-aggregation tendency and effective interface stabilization would 

correlate with interface availability of the compatibilizers in composites, which in turn would 

be reflected in material properties as they are critically affected by internal interface 

stabilization. To assess the mechanical performance of the composites, tensile testing 

experiments were performed on the 15wt% MgF2 filled composites with 0.5 mol% conjugate 

concentration. This concentration was found from the previous experiments sufficient to 

achieve an improvement in mechanical properties but small enough that aggregation issues 

due to high concentration would not dominate the system.   

Tensile toughness of stabilized composites from PEO and MgF2 was monitored as an 

integral parameter that is sensitively impacted through interface modification. [183] This 

property of materials is significantly impacted by the compatibilizers and modification of 

interfaces of materials, which was shown in various reviews. [13, 45, 144]  Other properties 

can be also affected by the interface changes but this impact is more indirect.  The changes 

in toughness can be achieved either through higher stretching capabilities of materials 

expressed in higher elongation at break values or through improved yield strength  allowing 

the material to absorb more energy and leading consequently to larger area under the curve 

often accompanied with increased ultimate stress values. (Fig.  42 b) Certainly both 

properties combined together will also contribute to the increase in toughness.  

Elongation at break measures how much bending and shaping a material can 

withstand without breaking. The measured elongations at break values are an indication of 

the ductility of a polymer. Yield strength of a material is the ability to withstand an applied 

load without failure or plastic deformation.  

Tensile testing experiments performed with composites having different peptide 

sequences incorporated in a conjugate clearly show that mechanical properties vary and 

depend on the peptide sequence. Tensile toughness of the studied composites can increase 

with application of other sequences (Fig.  42 a). Intriguingly, pep-VII-PEG leads to composites 

that show 270 MJ/m3, the average tensile toughness of 150-170 MJ/m3 was found for 

composites with either pep-I-PEG or pep-VI-PEG respectively.  The changes in the tensile 

toughness obviously correlate well with aggregation tendency in the pool of the different 

conjugates, making it likely that this reflects the fraction of available conjugates to act at the 

interface. 

Elongations at break values are also dependent of peptide sequences and again pep-

I-PEG turn out to be the candidate with smallest values among considered sequences (Fig.  

42 c).  Pep-VII-Peg with best solubility shows the highest values for elongation at break in 

average of 1200%, pep-VI-PEG shows the intermediate performance of 1000% followed by 
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pep-I-PEG with 900%.  The difference in elongation at break between considered conjugates 

is 300%. Increase in toughness can be directly correlated with the changes in elongation at 

break. Higher extensibility of composites expressed in higher elongation at break values 

allows to adsorb more energy. This can be observed in improved toughness values, higher 

elongation at break values would increase area under the stress-strain curve. This 

phenomenon is well known in material science and also described for natural materials like 

silk, where elongation at break values for differently processes silk fibers significantly impact 

tensile toughness. [45, 184, 185]  

Analysis of values for yield strength shows that variation of the sequences from the 

pool selected by phage display as specific binders does not influence yield strength 

significantly (Fig.  42 d). It would mean that yield strength does not contribute to toughness 

increase, and this is solely based on the changes of elongation at break parameters. The 

contribution of only elongation at break to higher toughness would also mean toughness 

changes are significantly impacted by the interface phenomena meaning that aggregation 

and corresponding efficiency of conjugate significantly impacts it.  

Each of considered sequences turned out surprisingly to be better in terms of their 

mechanical properties (except yield strength) than an original sequences pep-I-PEG. Pep-I-

PEG was selected as the most promising one among selected by phage display based on the 

adhesion-elution experiments. [24] The fact that pep-I-PEG appeared as the most promising 

one from washing-elution experiments and turned out to be the less efficient in the 

mechanical experiments, can be explained by the aggregation issues, which were neglected 

as a parameter in the washing-elution experiments. The adhesion experiments were based 

on the measurements of concentration before and after exposure of the conjugates to the 

inorganic surface and resistance of adhesion to the washing steps. But ability of conjugates 

and peptides to interact with each other would also lead to higher amount of adsorbed 

molecules and would significantly influence the adhered amounts.  

Composites differ in their toughness and elongation at break depending on conjugate 

sequences, but yield strength remain unaffected. Interestingly, in the previous experiments 

performed with pep-I-PEG sequence on the example of 15wt% filled composites, yield 

strength increased in composites with conjugate addition, but did not change with conjugate 

concentration changes. The yield strength parameter is also considered in the material 

science studies as an indicative parameter characterizing strength of binding between the 

matrix and the filler modified by coupling agents, compatibilizers or grafting. [183] Based on 

that, one can consider yield strength as a parameter indirectly indicating the strength of 

peptide binding to the inorganic surface. Simultaneously it means that different peptide 

sequences provide comparable binding between the matrix and the filler. The assumption is 

that peptides bind with the same strength, but this conclusion cannot be drawn from these 

experiments. It is possible that the forces of interaction between the peptides and particles 

similar to each that the differences are not large enough to create difference on the 

macroscopic level in the material.   
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Fig.  42. Mechanical properties of composites containing 15wt% MgF2 and 0.5 mol% of conjugates 
pep-I-PEG, pep-VI-PEG, pep-VII-PEG. Changes of toughness (a), elongation at break (c) and yield 
strength (d) are presented. Tensile toughness is calculated as area under the stress-strain curve. (b) 
shows typical stress-strain curve and  the ways to improve toughness through elongation at break 
(blue) or yield strength (green).  
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3.2.5. Summary 
 

 

This study shows that the affinity of peptides to interact with themselves significantly 

impacts recognition events of inorganic surfaces. Peptides can be categorized in good and 

poor soluble based on the results for the solubility prediction of peptides (Fig.  43, I). 

Peptides with poor solubility have much higher tendency to form aggregates (Fig.  43, II).  

The smaller the affinity for peptide-peptide interaction, the higher the availability of peptide 

sequences for an inorganic surface. As proven in this study, sequences with low solubility 

due to aggregation are less efficient in surface recognition and following material science 

applications (Fig.  43, III). This differentiation cannot be done during the phage display 

screening itself and needs to be performed afterwards. Utilization of predictive tools for 

estimation of peptide solubility and aggregation behaviour simplifies significantly selection 

of most appropriate candidates from the pool of sequences identified in the screening.  This 

finding represents a significant differentiating criterion for the sequences identified by phage 

display for certain surfaces.  
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Fig.  43. Schematic representation of difference in tendency to peptide-peptide interaction and 
aggregation for sequences selected by phage display as binders for a given inorganic surface. 
Sequences can be differentiated based on their solubility in good and poorly soluble ones. (I) 
Peptides with good solubility interact with a target surface, while for poorly soluble peptides tend to 
interact with them self and build aggregates (II). Both types of sequences were used in form of 
peptide-PEG conjugates for NP coating and dispersion in polymer matrix leading to a hybrid material 
(III). Picture was adapted from reference [176] 
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3.3. NMR study of peptide – nanoparticle interactions  
 

In the previous chapters, it was discussed what is the impact of peptide-polymer 

conjugates on the composite material, but the ways how different peptides interact with the 

MgF2 particles remain unclear. This section will be dedicated to the advanced NMR analysis 

aiming to gain a more in depth understanding of interaction type of conjugates with the 

surface and to address the question of the role of particular amino acids in the interaction. 

For this analysis, the best performing sequence pep-VII-PEG (Gly-Ser-Pro-Lys-His-Asn-Leu-

Asp-Met-Val-Lys-Met-Met-PEG3200) was selected.   

Dried out of the sol MgF2 particles were added to the system and 2D NMR spectra 

was recorded before and after addition of particles. 5mg of the conjugate were dissolved in 

deuterated methanol. Selection of methanol d3 as a solvent was predetermined by the 

following reasons. Original nanoparticles exist and are stable in the metabolic solution in a 

form of sol. This fact defined selection of the solvent media for the experiments for 

composites development. Having all experiments with composites performed in methanol, 

the same solvent was selected for NMR study. Additionally, solid particles are stable in 

methanolic solution and do not sediment, while it was the case in water.  

Addition of particles may cause changes in pH, which can significantly impact the 

interaction of peptides with the nanoparticle surface. Upon addition up to 4 mg particles, pH 

changes in the moderate range: from 4.7 to 3.7. Taking into account pKa values for residues, 

only aspartic acid could be influenced in this range and shift in NH region for this residue 

could be additionally caused by pH changes. Maintaining of pH would be possible in a buffer 

solution, but absent stability of particles in water solution and sedimentation did not allow 

performing these experiments.   

For this study to the mathanolic (d3) solution of conjugate MgF2 particles was added 

in a solid form (2 mg) and TOCSY spectra was recorded before and after addition of NP. Fig. 

44 represents superimposed TOCSY spectra of conjugate before and after NP addition. The 

upper picture focuses on the shifts for NH protons and lower picture specifically indicates 

shifts in aliphatic region with black triangles.  Shifts in TOCSY spectra clearly indicates that 

several amino acids residues are involved in the peptide-MgF2 interactions. The total 

chemical shift perturbation calculated out of spectra is presented in the Fig.  45. 
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Fig.  44. Superimposed TOCSY spectra of NH and aromatic region  of pure pep-VII-PEG in methanolic 

solution d3 before (blue signals),  and after addition of 2 mg of MgF2 NP (red signals). Dotted red 

lines with arrows in-between represent shift for spin system position (interaction of NH protons) of a 

certain amino acids marked with single letter code. Shifts of other protons after NP addition are 

marked with black triangles. Both spectra are identical, upper pictures represents only shift for spin 

system position, lower picture shows shifts of other protons of amino acids. Two separate pictures 

are presented for clarity purposes.  
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Fig.  45. Total chemical shift perturbation of conjugate signals upon addition of NP revealing 

interaction modes via backbone (grey), polar side chain (red) and unipolar side chain (blue) contacts 

to occur depending on residues (a) The perturbation represented a total value calculated from shift 

in NH, aliphatic and side chain protons irrespective of shift direction out of NMR spectra. Interaction 

mode motif analysis (b) showing schematically the importance of residue for different contact modes 

and the overall contact profile (b, inset bottom). Figure was adapted from the reference [27] 

 

Particular evidence for contacts can be assigned to a double cationic segment close 

to the N-terminus, where Ser2, Lys4 and His5 provide most contributions. However, with less 

intense shifts also several other contacts are present e.g. Met9, Asp8 and Asn6. Minor 

contributions are found at the PEGylated C-terminus were Lys11 and Met12&13 are 

positioned. 

Most significant shifts in the NH region experience Serine and Lysine in the 4th 

position, both shift to lower ppm over 0.1 ppm. As these residues should be not affected by 

slight pH change and therefore these changes can be considered as a sign for involvement of 

these residues into the binding event. All other residues except Gly, Pro and Val evidence 

small shifts 0.01-0.04 ppm and seem to provide small contribution from their NH protons. 

Nearly all residues with smaller shifts shifts also to lower ppm, only methionine at the 9th 

position and Leucine show very minor shift to higher ppm. NH2 protons of Lysine (4th) are 

not visible in the original TOCSY spectra, but becoming visible after addition of nanoparticles. 

This fact would suggest that Lys is involved in the interaction and upon binding become 

“fixated” in its position, what makes his NH2 side chain protons visible. The same 

phenomenon was not observed for Lys 11, suggesting no significant contribution to binding. 
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Also close proximity to PEG 3200 could also explain this fact, that PEO can hinder side chains 

of Lys 11th for the interaction with the surface. 

All the residues apart Gly, Pro and Val show again shifts in aliphatic region upon 

addition of nanoparticles, which again supports the statement that many of residues in the 

sequences are involved in the interaction and cause the shift in TOCSY spectra. Shift cannot 

be caused by small changes in pH, specially taking into account the fact that aliphatic 

protons are much less sensitive to pH changes. In opposite to the shift in NH region, where 

Ser and Lys showed the most prominent shift, in aliphatic region, most of protons shift come 

from Methionine (9th) followed by comparably equal shifts by Lys4, His and Asp and Asn. 

The chemical shift perturbation in aliphatic region in overall smaller then observed for NH 

region and is in the range of 0.04 - 0.09 ppm. It is worth to note that the same amino acids 

show shift as NH as aliphatic region, suggesting that these shifts have its origin in the 

interaction nature with the surface and are not originating from pH sensitivity.  

Only two residues contribute to the interaction with their side chain protons as Asn 

and His. Both experienced cumulative shifts up to 0.04 ppm. The biggest contribution for 

Serine and Lysine (4th position) are coming mainly from NH protons, while chemical shift 

perturbation for others mainly is driven by shift for aliphatic protons and side chain for 

Histidine and Asparagin.  

Analysis of NMR spectra revealed a set of residues responsible for binding of 

considered sequences pep-VII-PEG to the surface of NP. Interestingly the correlation of these 

results with previous published studies revealed that magnesium fluoride complexes in 

enzymes involved in phosphoryl transfer reactions show similar set of residues as Lys, Asp, 

Asn and Ser involved in the interaction. [186, 187] Apart consideration of binding motifs for 

magnesium fluoride surface, the involvement of His in the binding was already mentioned in 

several publication as the residues quite often involved in binding to different inorganic 

surfaces. [85, 132]  

NMR analysis of pep-VII-PEG conjugate interactions with the surface of MgF2 particles 

shows that 10 out of 13 residues are involved into binding process, evidencing multipoint, 

multimode interactions, which might explain the strong and robust binding of this sequence 

to filler particles. Ser2, Lys4 and His5 provide the biggest contribution to the binding taking 

into account chemical shift perturbation measured by NMR. The type of amino acids in the 

sequences and their degree of involvement to establish the binding suggests that binding is 

dominated by the electrostatic interactions. 
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4. Conclusion  
 

This work was inspired by natural hybrid materials such as bone and nacre. An 

intriguing concept evident in these biomaterials is the utilization of proteins that are able to 

specifically recognize inorganic surfaces acting as ‘‘interfacial glue’’ and allowing very 

efficient mediation of interface between inorganic and organic components. This thesis is 

dedicated to the exploration and transfer of this recently explored structural principle of 

biomaterials – biomolecules at interface - to synthetic hybrid composites. This study shows 

that the concept of interface biomolecules is applicable to synthetic composites allowing 

significant improvement of mechanical properties. Peptide-polymer conjugates used as a 

simplified version of protein-based interface molecules are able to act as a tailor-made 

compatibilizer in the material and act simultaneously as a stabilizer of nanoparticles in the 

polymer matrix. This finding represents a new application of peptide-polymer conjugates as 

compatibilizers for hybrid materials.  

Application of peptide-polymer conjugates allowed improving mechanical properties 

of final composites making them stiffer and tougher simultaneously. Improved stiffness 

expresses in 2-3 times higher elastic modulus values achieved through compatibilizer 

addition. Structural studies on composites revealed that conjugates cause aggregation 

suppression ensuring transition from larger to smaller aggregates with rising conjugate 

concentration, this transition is called size effect.  Correlation of composite structure with 

changes of mechanical properties revealed that size effect is responsible for improvement of 

elastic modulus, as elastic modulus is sensitive to size changes and corresponding 

distribution of the filler specially in the nanometer range. Together with improvement in 

stiffness, toughness increased, expressed in higher elongation at break values. Performed 

studies suggest that improvement of toughness is driven by the size effect too.   

Stiffness and toughness improved with the increasing conjugate concentration up to 

a certain level, beyond which it leads to the deterioration of both properties. Studies on the 

conjugate behavior revealed that at high concentrations conjugate start to interact with 

each other and lead to formation of self-assembled structures. These structures increase in 

size with the rising conjugate concentration and act as distorting point in the polymer matrix 

lowering stiffness and toughness to the level of unstabilized composites.  

Comparison of different peptides sequences, identified previously as specific binders 

to MgF2 particles, shows that the affinity of peptides to peptide-peptide interaction impacts 

recognition events of inorganic surfaces. The smaller the affinity for peptide-peptide 

interaction and aggregation, the higher the availability of peptide sequences for an inorganic 

surface. Sequences with high solubility can be proved to be more effectively available for 

interface stabilization and ultimately leading to composites with 200% improved toughness.   

In opposite, sequences with low solubility due to aggregation are less efficient in surface 

recognition and consequently less efficient compatibilizer identified through lower tensile 
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toughness values in comparison to the well soluble peptide sequences at the same 

concentration. This correlation represents relevant differentiating factor for the sequences 

identified by phage display for certain surfaces. Utilization of predictive tools for estimation 

of peptide solubility and aggregation behavior simplifies selection of most appropriate 

peptide sequences out phage display screening.  

The way how the conjugate interact with the surface of nanoparticles was revealed 

using NMR analysis. NMR study on the best performing sequences identified 10 out of 13 

amino acids residues involved into the interaction, allowing the strong and robust binding of 

this sequence to filler particles.  The type of amino acids in the sequences and the degree of 

involvement to establish the binding suggests that binding is dominated by electrostatic 

interactions. 

 This work shows that it is possible to transfer an architectural principles of 

biomaterials to the synthetic systems, opening a big space for variation of components and 

correspondingly of properties of final materials. Nevertheless, it is becoming clear that 

transfer of one principle of biomaterials to the synthetic systems does not give improvement 

in mechanical performance, which biomaterials evidence. The outstanding mechanical 

performance is achieved by a very sophisticated interplay of different architectural principles 

and mechanisms applied together, which can be an inspiration for next class of bioinspired 

materials.  
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5. Outlook 
 

This work shows that the concept of interface biomolecules can be transferred to 

synthetic composites allowing significant improvement of mechanical properties. Peptide-

polymer conjugates used as a version of protein-based interface molecules are able to act as 

a tailor-made compatibilizer. The core of bespoke concept is adhesion of peptides in a 

conjugate form to the inorganic surface. Application of NMR analysis allows getting more 

insight into the interaction mechanism, but still the understanding of interaction of different 

peptides with the inorganic surface remains limited. Some aspects of these issues such as 

aggregation tendency and solubility were addressed in this work, but the question of the 

strength of interaction and if there are any differences between selectively binding peptides 

in the forces of interactions remained untouched. Clear and easy applicable strategies for 

sequence differentiation and selection would speed up and allow better control of peptide 

interactions with surfaces for targeted applications. A possible solution for this challenge 

could be single molecule force spectroscopy, which currently allows measurements of forces 

between molecules located at the cantilever and the surfaces underneath.[188, 189] It could 

be realized in the following set-up: peptide can be attached to the cantilever of the AFM 

microscope and cantilever can approached to the surface, which could contain a layer of 

inorganic materials and then pulled away. Analysis and averaging of thousands of measured 

force curves allows obtaining average force of interaction. The information about the forces 

of interaction of different peptides with the same surface could provide a significant 

contribution for the understanding of nature of this interaction and biotic-abiotic interface in 

general.  

More information about the ways of interaction and understanding the mechanisms 

behind it would allow to replace peptides/conjugates by polymers, which mimick peptides 

with their functional groups.  This could allow possibly recognition of surfaces by polymers. 

Some aspects of peptide interaction with inorganic surfaces can be addressed by 

advanced analytical techniques.  One of such aspects is the analysis of core-shell structures, 

possibly consisting of particles covered by peptides layers. Such structures could be 

visualized by the TEM coupled with Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy (EELS). This 

nanoanalytical method has its advantages over the Energy Dispersive X-Ray spectroscopy 

(EDX) technique, allowing acquiring chemical information on the nanometer level, by 

measuring loss in energy of electrons interacted with the matter and mapping it for different 

elements. These studies could potentially answer the questions about the thickness of 

formed shells  and behavior of peptides at the interface. More understanding and insight 

into the mechanisms hidden behind toughness changes and interfaces in the materials can 

be acquired through performance of in-situ WAXS studies combined with tensile testing 

accompanied by Raman spectroscopy.  

This thesis focused only on the application of one structural principal derived from 

biomaterials to the synthetic composites. The next steps for the elaboration of the studied 

principal would be redesigning of system considering again examples of materials from 
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nature. The filler of the composites can be also optimized using filler of different shapes.  

Again for this topic nature represents a big source of inspiration as natural materials utilize 

extremely successfully inorganic components of different shapes, where elongated elements 

such as rods seem to be more preferred.[190]  One more approach would be increasing 

degree of filling and reducing percentage of matrix, potentially achieving composites 

consisting only of filler distributed in the compatibilizer. This is again inspired by biomaterials 

e.g nacre, where high percentage of filler can be incorporated into the system without 

deterioration the mechanical properties of the final composite.[4]  

Apart certain form of components, 3D arrangement of components seems to be of a 

crucial importance.[191] Lots of information is available about architecture of natural 

composites, but transfer of this knowledge to the synthetic systems still remains 

problematic. This difficulty has its origin in the fact that this type of arrangements found in 

biomaterials is very difficult or nearly impossible to achieve in the synthetic systems due to 

lack of technologies and manufacturing methods.   

Considering the state of the art knowledge about the biomaterials and the examples 

of composites mimicking biomaterials, the most promising way for development of future 

bioinspired materials would be combining different structural principles of biomaterials in 

one material. Nature all the time uses interplay of several mechanisms to achieve an 

outstanding mechanical performance.  
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6. Experimental part

6.1.  Materials 

For conjugate synthesis 

Sidechain-protected L-amino acids Fmoc-Gly-OH, Fmoc-Thr(tBu)-OH, Fmoc-Gln(Trt)- OH, 

Fmoc-Tyr(tBu)-OH, Fmoc-Ala-OH, Fmoc-Ser(tBu)-OH, Fmoc-Lys(Boc)-OH, 

Bromotrimthylsilane (TMSBr), N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP, 99.9+%, peptide synthesis 

grade), 2-(1H-benzotriazole-1-yl)-1,1,3,3- tetramethyluronium hexafluorophosphate (HBTU), 

1-Hydroxybenzotriazole (HOBt), dichloromethane (DCM, peptide grade), used for peptide 

synthesis, were purchased by IRIS Biotech (Marktredwitz, Germany). NMP was filtrated 

before use, DCM was distilled, other chemicals were used as received. N,N-

diisopropylethylamine (DIPEA, peptide grade), piperidine (peptide grade), Trifluoracetic acid 

(TFA, peptide grade), 2,5-dihydroxybenzoic acid (DHB) (MALDI MS matrix) were purchased 

by Acros Organics (Thermo Fisher Scientific) (Watham, MA, USA). Guanidinium chloride 

(99.5%) was obtained from Carl Roth (Karlsruhe, Germany). TentaGel® PAP resin (PEG 

attached peptide resin, loading: 0.24 mmol g-1; Mn = 3200) was obtained from Rapp 

Polymere (Tübingen, Germany). 

DMSO d6 with 99,9% purity  and methanol d3 were obtained in ampules from 

Deutero GmbH (Kastellen, Germany). 

For composites preparation 

PEO, used as a matrix with Mn=900.000, PEG for reference experiments with Mn= 

3000; methanol (≥99.6%) and magnesium turnings (99.98%) for magnesium fluoride 

synthesis were obtained from Sigma Aldrich (St. Luois, U.S.A). Hydrogen fluoride (>99%) was 

obtained from Solvay Fluor (Hannover, Germany)) and used as methanolic solution. 

Methanol (LC-MS grade) was bought from Acros Organics. 
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6.2. Methods 
 

6.2.1.  Synthetic methods 

 

6.2.1.1. Synthesis of MgF2 particles 

 

The synthesis of MgF2 was performed under inert atmosphere (Ar) using Schlenk 

techniques. Mg turnings (2.43 g, 100 mmol) were dissolved in 500 mL dried methanol to 

yield Mg(OMe)2 at a concentration of 0.2 M. To initiate fluorolysis a stoichiometric amount 

of HF dissolved in methanol was slowly added under vigorous stirring to give the desired 

product. Aging for 2-3 weeks resulted in optically clear sols. The particles were obtained 

from a Kemnitz Group at Humboldt University Berlin, where they were synthesized 

according to a specific procedure, developed by the group, leading to a material with very 

high specific surface area.  

 

6.2.1.2. Conjugate synthesis 

 

Solid-phase supported peptide synthesis (SPPS): Peptide-PEO conjugates were 

synthesized according to standard Fmoc procedures with side-chain protected amino acids 

(AA). ABI-Fastmoc protocols (single coupling for 1st to 10th AA, double coupling afterwards, 

capping; N-terminal acetylation followed in NMP using TentaGel® PAP resin. AA coupling was 

facilitated by HBTU/DIPEA. After final deprotection the resin was washed thoroughly with 

NMP and DCM. The cleavage was done with TFA/TMSBr/Thioanisol = 94:1:5 (v/v/v) for 2 x 1 

h. The conjugates were precipitated in cold diethyl ether and centrifuged. The dried 

conjugates were dissolved in water with guanidine hydrochloride (0.1% w/v). Conjugates are 

then dialyzed against Milli-Q® water for ca. 4 days with change of solvent at least three times 

per day. 

 

6.2.2.  Preparation of composites  

 

Composites consist out of three components: inorganic component – MgF2 nanoparticles 

present in a sol form, peptide-polymer conjugate and PEO with the molecular weight of 900 

000 g/mol as a matrix.  

The preparation procedure of the composites consisted of two steps: solution casting 

and hot pressing (Fehler! Verweisquelle konnte nicht gefunden werden.). An appropriate 

amount of the peptide-polymer conjugate was dissolved in methanol (LC-MS grade), after 
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which a certain amount of MgF2 sol was added. Different amount of the nanoparticles were 

tested: 10, 15, 30 wt%. Also several concentrations of the conjugate were added starting 

from 0.5 mol%  and covering the range to 8 mol%. Mol% (mole fraction for the component 

multiplied by 100 %) are calculated in relation to MgF2 The mixture was stirred for a 

minimum of 4 hours to allow the conjugate to adhere to the inorganic surface. A 5 wt% 

aqueous solution of PEO (900 kg mol-1) was added and all components were mixed for 

another 30 min. The total volume of the prepared solution was 5 ml. The solution was cast 

into a small bowl and the material was dried under an extraction hood for 12 hours. The 

material that was obtained after the solution casting step was not suitable for the 

mechanical testing experiments, which require even and homogeneously thick composites. 

A hot pressing procedure was applied to prepare composite materials in order to eliminate 

unevenness in thickness of composites (Fig.  46).  

Hot pressing of the composite materials was performed on the SPECAC machines 

from Specac Limited (Orington, UK) at a constant temperature of 70°C. First the composites 

are heated without load for 3 min, then 1 ton of pressure is applied for 1 min, followed by 2 

tons of pressure for 3 min. The composites are cooled down in the special cooling device 

with circulating water for 2 min. To prevent sticking of the composite to the pressing plates 

and to ensure quick release from the pressing plates, Polyethylene terephthalate (PET) foil is 

used. The average thickness of the composite ranges from 80-120 μm. The thickness of the 

composite can be varied using different rings. The duration of a the cooling step may differ 

depending on the composition. Composites containing higher content of inorganic filler 

needed longer cooling (3 min) and composites with higher conjugate content (6 mol%) 

needed faster cooling (1.5 min).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.  46. Composites before (a) and after hot pressing step (b). 

 

6.2.3.  Mechanical testing of composites 
 

To evaluate a mechanical performance, tensile testing experiments were performed 

for all composites described in the thesis.  

Samples in a typical bone form a length of 18 mm and a width of 6 mm were punched 

out of pressed composites (Fig.  47 a). Normally 4 bone shaped samples can be made out of 
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one composite. The stamp was also developed and produced in the Max-Planck Institute of 

Colloids and interfaces (MPI) (Fig.  47 b) The size of the samples was constructed in such a 

way that it fits to small tensile testing devices used in this study. The thickness of the 

samples was in the range of 100-150 µm.  

Experiments were performed on the two tensile testing machines: small devices for 

precise measurements of small forces and at standard Zwick machine.  

 

Fig.  47. Samples in a typical bone form stamped out of composite (a) and stamp used for the 
experiments (b). 

 

For the tensile testing experiment, a sample is fixed in the holder of the mashine. The 

sample will be pulled apart with the constant speed, while the needed force and the 

displacement will be measured.  

Stress σ is defined as the force F per unit area action on a plane in the material 

having a cross section area A. The normal stress is calculated by dividing the force by the 

area.  

σ = F/A 

 

Due to effect of stresses, the relative shape changes, called strain. In normal cases, 

strain ε is a function of length change L to the initial length (L0 ).  

 

ε = L-L0/ L0 

 

Plotting of stress against strain lead to a stress-strain curve, which describes 

mechanical response of material to the applied stress. Analysis of each curve allows 

calculating the mechanical properties of the studied material. The parameters derived from 

the curve correspond to the characteristic points in the diagram (Fig.  48).  

The initial linear part of the stress-strain curve is characterized by a linear relation 

between stress and strain, in accordance with Hooks law and often corresponds to a 

reversible strain. From this linear part the elastic modulus (modulus of elasticity, Young’s 

Modulus) is calculated.  
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E = ∆σ/∆ε 

Elastic modulus is a measure of the stiffness of a material. A solid material will 

deform when a load is applied to it. If it returns to its original shape after the load is 

removed, elastic deformation occurs. In the range where the ratio between load and 

deformation remains constant, the stress-strain curve is linear.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.  48. Typical stress-strain curve obtained for composites with indication for yield strength, 
toughness, elongation at break  and effective stiffness (left) and enlarged area of the curve (0-50% 
strain) showing elastic modulus, which is calculated as a slope of the stress-strain curve and indicated 
as triangle  (right). 

In materials science, the strength or yield strength of a material is the ability to 

withstand an applied load without failure or plastic deformation. It is the material property 

defined as the stress at which a material begins to deform plastically. Prior to the yield point 

the material will deform elastically and will return to its original shape when the applied 

stress is removed. Once the yield point is passed, some fraction of the deformation will be 

permanent and non-reversible. It represents the upper limit to forces that can be applied 

without permanent deformation.  

Elongation at break is the ratio between increased length and initial length after 

breakage of the tested specimen at a controlled temperature. It is related to the ability of a 

plastic specimen to resist changes of shape without cracking. The elongation is calculated as 

the relative increase in length and expressed in %. 

Toughness is the ability of a material to absorb energy and plastically deform without 

fracturing. One definition of material toughness is the amount of energy per unit volume 

that a material can absorb before rupturing. Toughness requires a balance 

of strength and ductility. Is is calculated as area under the stress-strain curve.  

All the obtained values for mechanical properties will be resented in a form of box 

diagram.  The purpose of this representation type is to show the range of all obtained values, 

which might be for some interpretation of importance e.g. how broad or how narrow the 

distribution of the values. 25-75% of all obtained values are located within the box. The 

higher and the lowest points are minimum and maximum values correspondingly. The  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stiffness
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elastic_deformation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Linearity
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Energy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rupture_(engineering)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Strength_of_materials
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ductility
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 Fig. 49. Schematic representation of a box diagram, which will be used for the representation of 
obtained values.  

 

Median is the value separating the higher half of a data sample, from the lower half. For a 

data set, it may be thought of as the "middle" value. The mean of a set of observations is the 

arithmetic average of the values.  

 

 

Tensile testing 

 

Tensile experiments were performed with two tensile testing devices: custom-made 

tensile testing stage developed and constructed at MPI and universal ZWICK tensile testing 

machine (Fig.  50 a, c). 

 

Fig.  50. Zwick tensile testing machine (a) with specially developed holder for thin and small samples 

(b) and small tensile testing machine developed at MPI for combined experiments in microscopes (c).  
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The small tensile testing machine was designed in such a way that it can fit to the E-

SEM to perform combined experiments. These experiments were performed but the 

obtained information did not provide substantial contribution to this work. A very similar 

stage was also developed for in-situ X-Ray experiments with tensile testing at the 

synchrotron BESSYII, which was the goal of the collaborative project on the same samples. 

Due to these reasons, the small tensile testing stage was employed for the first experiments 

to allow compatibility of results and elastic modulus was calculated based on these 

experiments. Additionally, very slow movement was possible and the test was done with the 

speed of 5 µm/s.  Being a small device, the custom-made tensile testing stage has a limited 

moving distance, which turned out to be a serious limitation for our study with ductile PEO. 

This fact led us to use ZWICK testing machine, where the limitation due to small moving 

distance is excluded. To be able to test small samples in a big ZWICK device, a new holding 

device was developed for small and thin samples (Fig.  50 b). The ZWICK testing device was 

mainly used to be able to test samples until they break and to calculate toughness.  

The small tensile testing machine was also equipped with the videoextensiometry, a 

supporting tool that allows more précised measurements of displacement. It is done by the 

matching of two parallel lines of the tool with lines of the polymer, which are placed on the 

bone-like sample before the experiment (Fig.  51). They were placed in such a way that the 

borders of bone form remain parallel. The position of the lines is registered in the program, 

so displacement can be precisely measured. There was a video control of experiments, 

meaning for every fifth measurement point, a picture was taken in order to be able to 

control and check results after experiments. The composites were stretched until the black 

lines were out of the optical microscope field view. 

 

Fig.  51. Composite sample inside a small tensile testing machine. 

The load cells used for measurements were max for 50N for both devices. The 

measurements on the ZWICK were performed with the speed of 200 mm/min.  

8 samples were tested per concentration in each type of experiment. Samples 

showed very high sensitivity to the defects especially for energy to failure experiments. The 

stress is calculated as the engineering stress, or maximum force divided by initial effective 

cross-sectional area. The correction for the true stress was not done, due to very different 
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behavior of the composites depending on the concentration and not applicability of the 

correction to all curves. Elastic modulus was calculated based on the data obtained with 

videoextentiometry. The modulus is calculated as the initial slope of the stress strain curve. 

Linear fit to evaluate elastic modulus was performed with Origin Lab. Obtained values were 

involved in the calculation only if the obtained fit was better than 98%. Tensile toughness 

was calculated as area under the stress-strain curve. For all measurements 6 mm was the 

initial length, which corresponds to the parallel middle part of the bone-shaped sample, 

Effective stiffness was calculated as slope at the interval between 400-800% strain to catch 

the differences in the behavior of conjugates.  

 

 

6.2.4.  Analytical methods 

 

6.2.4.1. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 

 

Scanning electron microscopy pictures were done with two devices: an 

environmental scanning electron microscope (E-SEM) Quanta 600 FEG (FEI Europe) and a 

Jeol LEO 1550 (Oberkochen, Germany). E-SEM was used to screen over several samples and 

was particularly suitable to obtain overview pictures with low magnification. The 

accelerating voltage was 5-7 keV and no sputtering was needed to generate the micrograph. 

A JEOL high resolution scanning electron microscope (HR-SEM) was used to obtain 

micrographs with the high magnification. In contrast to E-SEM, sputtering was essential and 

the samples were sputtered with Pt/Pd before measurement. Electron microscopy pictures 

were done with acceleration voltage 9 keV, which was revealed as the optimal accelerating 

voltage for these samples. Lower voltage level did not eject enough backscattered electrons 

to generate sufficient contrast. As a drawback of a quite high voltage level, samples can be 

quickly damaged during measurement leading to cracks visible in micrographs. 

Micrographs were obtained in secondary (SE) and backscattered electron (BSE) 

mode. Backscattered electrons were detected in order to distinguish the particles from the 

matrix. In comparison to the secondary electrons, backscattered electrons are sensitive to 

the different elemental composition and penetrate more deeply into the sample, providing 

information not only about the surface. MgF2 particles will appeared as bright spots.  
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Fig.  52. Procedure of particle-size estimation performed with Image J, where first the scale bar of the 
picture  is measured and depicted as red line to know number of corresponding pixels (a) and 
followed by the measuring the number of pixels for a particle (shown in red) (b) and calculating the 
size.  

To build up the particle-size distribution diagram, 200 particles were randomly 

selected per sample. The size of the particles was measured with Image J. First the scale bar 

on the picture is measured to determine how many pixels it represents (Fig.  52 a). Then the 

objects on the micrograph are measured (Fig.  52 b). Knowing how many pixels objects on 

the micrograph and scale bar contain, solving the proportion, the size of objects can be 

calculated in nm. It should be noted that this procedure does not consider the particles 

below 10 -20 nm due to limits in resolution of the method. 

 

6.2.4.2. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) 

Electron microscopy: Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) measurements were 

performed on the Philips CM200 (Eindhoven, Netherlands) operating at 200 keV accelerating 

voltage in bright field (BF) mode. Specimens for imaging by TEM were prepared by 

evaporating a droplet of composite solution onto carbon coated copper grid. 

 

6.2.4.3. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) 

AFM micrographs were obtained on the combined Raman and AFM device Alpha 300 

A of WiTec (Ulm, Germany). Small pieces of composites were fixed on the glass slides and 

5*5 µm squares were obtained from different spots on the sample.  

 

 

 

a b 
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6.2.4.4. Circular dichroism spectroscopy (CD) 

 

Circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy is a form of light absorption spectroscopy that 

measures the difference in absorbance of right- and left-circularly polarized light (rather 

than the commonly used absorbance of isotropic light) by a substance. The phenomenon of 

circular dichroism is very sensitive to the secondary structure of polypeptides and proteins. 

It has been shown that CD spectra between 260 and approximately 180 nm can be analyzed 

for the different secondary structural types: alpha helix, parallel and antiparallel β-sheet, 

turn, and other.  

Circular dichroism spectra were recorded on a JASCO 700 (JASCO Germany, Gross-

Umstadt, Germany) spectrometer using quartz cuvetts of 1 cm path length at 25 °C. The 

measurements were performed for 1mg/ml concentration in water in the region of 190 to 

260 nm 

 

6.2.4.5. IR spectroscopy  

 

Attenuated total reflection Fourier-Transform-Infrared Spectroscopy (ATR FTIR) 

analysis was performed on a FT-IR spectrometer Vertex 70 from Bruker Optik GmbH (Leipzig 

Germany) with diamond ATR crystal with a resolution of 4 cm-1. Conjugate was measured in 

a solid state and solid composites were investigated after hot pressing. All the samples were 

measured in vacuum. 

 

6.2.4.6. NMR spectroscopy 

 

NMR study was performed on Bruker AVANCE II 500 and AVANCE 600. 1H, standard 

2D experiments (ROESY; TOCSY) and DOSY measurements were performed on Bruker 

AVANCE II 500. Titrations experiments were realized on Bruker AVANCE 600.  Various 

solvents were used for experiments. Conjugates with strong tendency to aggregation were 

dissolved in DMSO d6 99,8%. Methanol d3 was used for all other conjugates.  
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2D NMR spectroscopy of peptides 

 

Fig.  53. Superimposed TOCSY and ROESY spectra of conjugate 6, where blue peaks represent TOCSY 
and pink peaks belong to ROESY measured in methanol d3.  

The assignment of protons in 1H spectra of peptides is essential to be able to monitor 

role of amino acid residues in the interaction of peptides with the inorganic surfaces. For the 

assignment of the protons in 1H spectra of peptides application of 2D homonuclear NMR 

techniques is necessary.  

TOCSY: Total Correlation Spectroscopy 

A TOCSY experiment contains all cross peaks due to protons of the same spin system. 

Protons from different amino acids always belong to different spin systems, because there is 

no scalar coupling across the amide bond. Analysis of spin systems allows deciding to which 

type of amino acids the spin system belongs. Possible criteria are: Occurrence or absence of 

methyl groups, length of the spin system and positions of chemical shifts in the spin system. 

On the horizontal axis there is the chemical shift of H(N), on the vertical axis there are 

chemical shifts of α, β, γ protons. By knowing the chemical shift of α, β protons we can find 

amino acids. The chemical shift of amide proton cannot be considered as very reliable 

information, because it varies depending on the conditions of the experiment.  

 

NOESY and ROESY  

Cross peaks in the NOESY (Nuclear Overhauser Effect Spectroscopy) are due to 

dipolar couplings resulting from interactions of spins via space and hence only depend on 

the distance but not on the number of intervening bonds. Dipolar couplings are averaged to 

zero in solution but give rise to the very important relaxation phenomena, one of which is 
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the NOE (nuclear Overhauser effect, NOE) - The strong dependence of the cross peak 

intensity on the distance separation explains why this parameter is the most useful for 

structure determination. The NOESY not only contains peaks from which distances are 

derived for the structure calculation but is also heavily used during the sequential resonance 

assignment process. Considering that scalar couplings are restricted to protons within a 

single amino acids, sequential correlations (correlations between protons of neighboring 

amino acids) need to be taken from the NOESY. The greatest problem associated with NOE is 

the existence of “zero-crossing region”, where NOE becomes increasingly small. It typically 

occurs for mid-size molecules of around 1000-2000 Da depending on solution conditions. To 

solve the problem ROESY (Rotating Overhausser Effect spectroscopy). ROESY is similar to 

NOESY, except that the initial state is different. Instead of observing cross relaxation from an 

initial state of z-magnetization, the equilibrium magnetization is rotated onto x axis and then 

spin-locked by an external magnetic field so that it cannot evolve. ROESY has a different 

dependence between the correlation time and the cross-relaxation rate constant. In NOESY 

the cross-relaxation rate constant goes from positive to negative as the correlation time 

increases, giving a range where it is near zero, whereas in ROESY the cross-relaxation rate 

constant is always positive 
For assignment two spectra (TOCSY and ROESY) will be acquired and superimposed 

(Fig. 54). Due to the reason stated above, for all conjugates ROESY spectra were acquired, as 

all conjugates with 13 amino acids residues fall in the range of 1000-2000 Da. The 

information from both spectra will be used to find positions of certain amino acids and 

connect with another one. TOCSY peaks will give information about which amino acid it is, 

while sequential correlations (correlations between protons of neighboring amino acids) 

need to be taken from the NOESY. 

It is very important for interpretation to find the starting point, which often is not the 

last and not the first amino acid in the sequence. It should be amino acid, which has a very 

specific chemical shift for some H and should be only one in the given sequence in the best 

case. As far as one amino acid abbreviated as A is defined by finding the spin system in 

TOCSY spectra, ROESY peak can be found on the same horizontal line as TOCSY peak. 

Following A+1 amino acid can be found. Looking for the ROESY peak on the vertical line of 

TOCSY peak previous A-1 amino acid can be identified. (Fig.  54).  
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Fig.  54. Example of assignment of the protons in peptide based on TOCSY and NOESY spectra. 

  

Titration experiments 

 

Titrations experiments were realized on Bruker AVANCE 600 in methanol d3  used in 

ampules of 0.75 ml in volume.   At first, 5 mg of each of the studied conjugate were mixed 

with the methanol d3. Some of the conjugates were soluble and they were used for further 

analysis excluding the insoluble samples. From the obtained samples 2D spectra (TOSCY and 

ROESY) were measured to be able to assign protons. The same amount of sol particle was 

stepwise titrated to each conjugate sample. These experiments were performed to analyze 

the amount of particles, which can be accommodated by the system indicating the 

availability of particular conjugate for an interaction. At the same time these experiments 

are not correctly designed to evaluate the residue involved in the interaction. The reason for 

it is presence of not deuterated methanol in the particles sol, whose amount increases with 

the rising amount of titrated sol particles. This leads to dilution effect causing shifts in NMR 

spectra. Due to this the titration experiments were performed with the best soluble 

conjugate and particles were added in methanolic conjugate solution in a solid form. After 

each addition of conjugate 1H NMR spectra was recorded to be able to monitor shifts in the 

spectra caused by the interaction of conjugate with the inorganic particles.  
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Diffusion Ordered Spectroscopy (DOSY) 

The Diffusion Ordered Spectroscopy technique (DOSY) is applied to monitor 

molecular interactions. DOSY is a NMR technique that provides a semiquantitative 

estimation of the translational diffusion coefficient (D) of a given molecule or mixture of 

molecules. Self-diffusion arises from the random Brownian motion of molecules driven by 

thermal energy of the system. In an isotropic system the average displacement of a molecule 

over time in three dimensions is zero, the mean square displacement is non-zero such that 

the distance travelled by a molecule in a single direction during a period t is  

Z= (2Dt)1/2 

Here z represents the root mean square distance travelled as a time average for 

many molecules. The diffusion coefficient is therefore a measure of the rate of mean square 

displacement of a molecule and consequently has units of m2s-1. 

 This diffusion coefficient is directly related to the hydrodynamic radius of the 

molecular entity and therefore, to the molecular weight (MW) of the species in solution. 

Characterization rate of diffusion of molecules or their complexes may be related to their 

size and shape, providing insight into molecular structures and their solution behavior.  This 

behavior is regulated through the Stokes–Einstein equation, which is for sphere 

 

D= kbT/6πηrs 

 

where kb – Boltzmann constant, T-absolute temperature, η – solution viscosity, rs- stokes 

Radius of the sphere.  

This equation demonstrates that the diffusion coefficient is inversely related to the 

size(radius) of the diffusing species, as one might expect that larger molecules or complexes 

will tend to exhibit smaller diffusion coefficients. Diffusion coefficients may be extracted 

directly from regression fits of the peak intensity versus gradient strength.  

In fact, the typical representation of DOSY corresponds to a simple 2D spectrum in 

which one dimension corresponds to chemical shifts and the second to log D. Moreover, if a 

complex is formed, the extracted diffusion coefficient for the supramolecular complex will 

be different to that of the individual interacting entities, since the MW of the complex will be 

larger, as well as the corresponding hydrodynamic radius. However, the proper 

interpretation of DOSY data requires the establishment of a proper experimental protocol. In 

fact, different factors and parameters need to be considered, from the chemical nature of 

the entity to be studied to the acquisition and processing parameters.  
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6.2.4.7. Mass spectrometry  

 

Matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization (MALDI) is a soft ionization technique 

used in mass spectrometry, mostly used for analysis of large organic molecules or 

biomolecules. After mixing of the sample with the suitable matrix, pulsed laser irradiates the 

sample triggering ablation and desorption of the sample and matrix material. Ionized 

molecules protonated or deprotonated can be accelerated and guided to the mass 

spectrometer for analysis. Mostly single charged ions are produced.   

Mass spectrometry was done by Bruker autoflex III smartbeam with matrix assisted 

laser desorption/ionization (MALDI) and time of flight detector (MALDI-ToF-MS) 

(Rheinstetten, Germany). For MALDI-MS the samples were dissolved in water, while the 

matrix was dissolved in water/acetonitrile/TFA (1:1:0.1%, v/v/v). As was 2,5-

dihydroxybenzoic acid (DHB) used. Matrix and sample solutions were mixed directly on the 

plate in a ratio of 2:1. It was measured in linear positive mode. 

 

6.2.4.8. X-Ray diffraction (XRD) 

 

Diffraction patterns were obtained with a Bruker D8 from Bruker AXS (Karlsruhe, 

Germany) device with Cu Kα (λ=1.5418 Å) radiation equipped with a scintillator detector. To 

determine the degree of crystallinity, data evaluation was performed by using the software 

program EVA. The degree of crystallinity of a polymer can be investigated by comparing the 

area under the crystalline peaks to the total scattered intensity. 
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6.3. Conjugate characterization 
 

Ac-GTQYYAYSTTQKS-PEG (pep-I-PEG) 

Mass spectrometry 

Figure S1. MALDI-ToF-MS of conjugate.  
 

MS (MALDI-ToF) m/z: [M + H]+ calc, 4579.06 g/mol; found, 4579.56 g/mol; calculated with 69 

EO units. 

[M + Na]+ calc, 4601.06 g/mol; found, 4601.35 g/mol; (the underlying peak) 

Δm = 44.05 g/mol, characteristic for repeating ethylene oxide (EO) units; 

The mass can be assigned within ± 0.5 g/mol accuracy. 

 

NMR 

G1T2Q3Y4Y5A6Y7S8T9T10Q11K12S13 -PEG 

1H NMR (500 MHz, DMSO-d6, δ): 0.97 (3H, CH3γ T2), 1.02-1.10 (6H, γ CH3 T9, T10), 1.17 (2H, γ, δ 

K12), 1.28-1.37 (3H, γ, δ K12), 1.72-1.65 ( 2H, Hß A6, δ K12), 1.94-1.72 (4H, Hß Q3, G11), 1.98-

2.18 ( 4 Hγ Q3, G11), 2.56-2.98 (8H, Hß + CH S8, Y4; Y5, Y7), 3.21 (2H, Hß S13), 3.51 ( 326H, CH2 

PEO), 3.59 ( 1H, Hß S8),  3.63-3.67 ( 3H, CH Y4; Y5, Y7 ), 3.78 (1H, Hα G1), 3.97 (1H, Hß T2), 4.01-
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4.12 (2H, Hß  T9, T10 ), 4.37-4.15 (9H, Hα T2 Q3 Q11 A6 T10 K12 S13 Y4 T9 ), 4.39-4.46 ( 2H, Hα Y5 S8 ), 

4.50 (1H, Hα Y7 ), 5.03- 5.14 (2H, OH S8 S13 )  6.58-6.66 ( 6H, Hε Y4 Y5 Y7), 6.76-6.83 ( 2H, NH2δ 

Q3 Q11 ), 6.92-6.98 (2H, CHδ Y4 ), 6.99-7.05 (4H, CHδ Y5 Y7 ), 7.22-7.29 (2H, NH2δ Q3 Q11 ), 

8.21—8.13 (2H. NH G1 S8 ), 8.07-7.94 (5H, NH K12, A6 Q3 Q11 Y5 ), 7.79-7.71 (3H, NH Y7 T10 T2 ), 

7.94-7.81 (6H, NH S13 T9 Y4;  1H ε NH3+  K12, 2 H δ NH2 Q3 Q11 ) 

IR spectroscopy  

FT-ATR-IR: ν = 3283 (m; Amid A); 2890 (w, C-H); 1624; 1665; 1697 (s, Amid I); 1518 (m, Amid 

II); 1467 (m), 1343 (m), 1280 (m). 1241 (m), 1203 (w, Amide III); 1145 (w); 1104 (s); 1062 (w); 

962 (m); 842 (m); 722 (vw, Amide IV).  
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Ac- GAKTSYTYQSTYQ – PEG (pep-I-PEG*) 

Mass spectrometry 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
Figure S2. MALDI-ToF-MS of scrambled conjugate.  

 

MS (MALDI-ToF) m/z: [M + Na]+ calc, 4115.6 g/mol; found, 4115.5 g/mol; calculated with 59 EO 

units. 

Δm = 44 g/mol, characteristic for repeating ethylene oxide (EO) units; 

The mass can be assigned within ± 0.1 g/mol accuracy. 

 

NMR 

G1A2K3T4S5Y6T7Y8Q9S10T11Y12Q13-PEG 

1H NMR (500 MHz, DMSO) δ  8.55 (s, 1H) NH S5 , 8.18 (s, 1H) NH Y6, 8.11 – 7.90 (m, 8H) NH 

A2K3T4 T7Q9 Q13, 7.83 (d, J = 8.0 Hz, 2H) NH Y8 T11, 7.74 (s, 1H) NH S10, 7.24 (s, 1H) δNH2 Q9 , 

7.03 (dd, J = 26.7, 8.4 Hz, 6H) δCH Y6 Y8 Y12, 6.78 (s, 1H) δNH2 Q9, 6.62 (dd, J = 8.5, 2.8 Hz, 2H) 

δNH2 Q13, 5.11– 4.91 (m, 5H) OH S5 S10 T7 T11 T4, 4.39 - 4.17 (m, 11H) αH A2K3T4S5 
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T7Y8Q9S10T11Y12Q13, 3.99 (s, 2H) ßH T7 T11, 3.60 - 3.43 (m, 328 H) CH2 PEG, ßH S5 A2 S10 K3T4 αH 

G1 3.26 – 3.08 (m, 2H) ßH S10S5, 2.91 (m, 3H) ßH Y6 Y8 Y12, 2.78 – 2.60 (m, 3H) ßH Y6 Y8 Y12, 

2.15 – 2.01 (m, 3H) ßH Q9 Q13, 1.88 - 1.72 (s, 4H) ßH Q9 Q13 γH Q9, 1.38 – 1.19 (m, 4H) γ, δ H 

K3, 1.17 – 0.94 (dd, 3H) γH T7 T11 T4 

IR – spectroscopy  

ATR-IR: ν = 3273(m; Amid A); 2880 (m, C-H); 1625; 1661; (s, Amid I); 1535 (m, Amid II); 1463 

(m), 1356 (m), 1343 (m), 1280 (m). 1243 (m), 1200 (vw, Amide III); 1092 (m); 960 (m); 861(m) 
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Ac- GGLNQVLRIPSFI – PEG (Pep-VI-PEG) 

Mass spectrometry 

 

Figure S3. MALDI-ToF-MS of Pep-VI-PEG.  

MS (MALDI-ToF) m/z: [M + H]+ calc, 3968.57 g/mol; found, 3968.57 g/mol; calculated with 58 

EO (m=44.05 g/mol) units. 

The mass can be assigned within ± 0.0 g/mol accuracy. 

 

NMR 

G1G2L3N4Q5V6L7R8I9P10S11F12I13 -PEG 

1H NMR (600 MHz, MeOD) δ 8.29 – 8.26 (m, 1H) NH L3 , 8.15 – 7.96 (m, 9H) NH S11 NH R8 I13 

F12 N4 I9 Q5 V6 L7, 7.89 (tt, J = 62.1, 18.5 Hz, 2H) NH G1G2, 7.69 (s, 1H) γNH2 N4 , 7.56 (s, 1H) δ 

NH2 Q5, 7.27 – 7.16 (m, 7H) 5H Ar F12, ) δNH2 Q5 γNH2 N4 7.05 (s, 1H) γNH2 N4, 6.89 (m, 1H) 

δNH2 Q5, 5.41 – 5.15 (m, 1H) OH S11 4.62 (s, 1H) Hα I9, 4.46 – 4.29 (m, 6H) Hα S11 R8 F12 L3 Q5 

P10, 4.17 (t, J = 8.4 Hz, 2H) Hα I13 N4, 4.11 – 4.06 (m, 1H) Hα L7, 3.88 – 3.75 (m, 3H) Hß S11 Hß 

N4 Hδ P10,3.75 – 3.69 (m, 4H) Hß S11 Hß N4 , 3.62 (s, J = 4.5 Hz, 470H), CH2 PEO , 3.56 – 3.47 
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(m, 4H) Hα G1 G2 Hδ R8 , 3.17 (dd, J = 14.6, 4.9 Hz, 1H) Hß F12, 2.97 (m, J = 14.3, 8.7 Hz, 1H) Hß 

F12, 2.84 – 2.66 (m, 2H)  Hß P10  2.59 (s, 1H),  2.50 – 2.41 (m, 2H) Hγ Q5  2.37 – 2.25 (m, 1H) Hß 

L3 ,  2.17 – 1.75 (m, 10H) Hß I13 I9 Q5 V6 L7 Hγ L3 L7 (2) P10 Hγ P10, 1.67 – 1.41 (m, 8H) Hß R8 Q5, 

Hδ L3 Hγ I13 I9 , 1.27 (s, 2H), Hγ R8 , 1.20 – 1.07 (m, 2H) Hγ I13, I9 , 0.99 – 0.80 (m, 6H) Hδ I13 I9 

(2)L7 (2)Hγ V6. 

 

IR spectroscopy  

ATR-IR: ν = 3275(m; Amid A); 2884 (m, C-H); 1627; 1663; (s, Amid I); 1537 (m, Amid II); 1464 

(m), 1358 (m), 1344 (m), 1281 (m). 1241 (m), 1202 (vw, Amide III); 1095 (m); 962 (m); 863 

(m) 
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Ac- GSPKHNLDMVKMM-PEG (Pep-VII-PEG) 

Mass spectrometry 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure S4. MALDI-ToF-MS of Pep-VII-PEG. 

MS (MALDI-ToF) m/z: [M + K]+ calc, 4565.27 g/mol; found, 4566.21 g/mol; calculated with 69 

EO (m=44.05 g/mol) units. 

The mass can be assigned within ± 0.94 g/mol accuracy. 

 

NMR 

G1S2P3K4H5N6L7D8M9K11M12M13 - PEG 

1H NMR (600 MHz, MeOD) δ 8.85 (s, 1H) H5, 8.65 (s, 1H)  NH S2, 8.48 (s, 1H) NH N6, 8.36 (d, J 

= 5.0 Hz, 1H) NH L7, 8.26 (dd, J = 14.0, 4.9 Hz, 2H) NH K4 D8, 8.00 (d, J = 5.6 Hz, 1H) NH H5, 

7.92 (d, J = 5.0 Hz, 2H) NH M9 K11, 7.79 (dd, J = 11.2, 6.0 Hz, 1H) V10, 7.76 – 7.70 (m, 2H) 

M12M13, 7.59 (t, J = 5.9 Hz, 1H) G1 , 7.46 (s, 1H) H5, 7.36 – 7.28 (m, J = 11.3 Hz, 1H) Hγ N6, 6.80 

(s, 1H) γNH2 N6 , 4.48 – 4.34 (m, 4H) Hα H5 M13 N6 D8, 4.33 – 4.28 (m, 1H) Hα M12, 4.26 – 4.21 

(m, 1H) Hα M9, 4.20 – 4.15 (m, 1H) Hα S2 , 4.14 – 4.06 (m, 2H) Hα K11 L7 , 4.06 – 3.95 (m, 2H) 
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Hα K4 P3    , 3.95 – 3.89 (m, 1H) Hδ P3  3.80 – 3.72 (m, 2H) Hα V10 Hß S2,, 3.71 – 3.59 (m, J = 8.5 

Hz, 301H) CH2 PEO , 3.48 – 3.38 (m, 3H) Hß H5 Hα G1 Hδ P3  , 3.29 (s, 1H) Hß H5 , 3.05 – 2.94 

(m, 5H) Hß N6 D8, Hε K4 K11, 2.85 (d, J = 4.2 Hz, 1H) Hß N6 , 2.77 – 2.69 (m, J = 13.7, 11.8, 4.8 

Hz, 3H) Hß D8  Hγ  M12M13, 2.66 – 2.61 (m, 1H) Hγ M12 , 2.61 – 2.57 (m, J = 8.7, 4.9 Hz, 1H) Hγ 

M13 , 2.52 (dd, J = 13.3, 6.2 Hz, 1H) Hγ M9, 2.46 – 2.35 (m, 1H) Hß M9, 2.30 – 2.25 (m, 1H) Hß 

V10, 2.22 – 2.13 (m, 5H) Hß P3, Hε M9M12M13  , 2.11 – 2.03 (m, 5H) Hε M9M12 M13, 1.98 (dd, J = 

15.5, 7.6 Hz, 2H) Hδ K4 Hε M9, 1.89 – 1.42 (m, 9H) Hß K4 K11L7 Hγ K4 K11 L7 Hδ K4, 1.36 – 1.27 

(m, 2H) Hγ L7 K11, 1.12 (d, J = 6.9 Hz, 2H) Hγ V10, Hδ L7 1.02 – 0.89 (m, 4H) Hγ V10 Hδ L7 Hγ K4 

K11 

 

IR spectroscopy  

ATR-IR: ν = 3273(m; Amid A); 2884 (m, C-H); 1627; 1665; (s, Amid I); 1539 (m, Amid II); 1468 

(m), 1415 (m),1344 (m), 1279 (m). 1243 (m), 1202 (vw, Amide III); 1097 (m); 962 (m); 841 

(m). 
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